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Back in Tigertown 
Clemson kicked off another school year with the annual Welcome Back Festival 
The streets of downtown Clemson bustled with flocks of new and returning students. 
ERIN HALL 
STAFF WRITER 
Thousands of students, alumni 
and Clemson fans gathered Monday, 
Aug. 20 for the 24th annual 
Welcome Back Festival. The festival 
was held from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in 
downtown Clemson. Sponsored 
by the Clemson Student Alumni 
Council, the Welcome Back Festival 
was a way for the Clemson family to 
get excited for the new school year. 
The Welcome Back Festival is 
one of Clemson's many treasured 
traditions. Like running down the 
hill and the First Friday Parade, 
the festival represents the close 
relationship between Clemson 
University and the community. For 
24 years, tiger fans of all ages have 
joined as one on College Avenue in 
downtown Clemson the Monday 
after university housing opens each 
fall. 
While walking down the crowded 
street, sights of children eating with 
their grandparents, upperclassmen 
laughing with reunited friends 
and freshmen experiencing the 
Clemson community for the first 
time were all around. Freshmen 
Hannah Johannemann and Joseph 
Redzikowski    from    Summerville, 
Several vendors were present at the festival. 
S.C., felt that the Welcome Back 
Festival was a great introduction to 
the Clemson community. "People 
are really happy, and I like how 
everyone is open and connected 
with the University," Johannemann 
said, while sitting on Bowman Field 
with her friends after the festival. 
Redzikowski enjoyed the festival 
and has loved his first few days as 
a Clemson Tiger. "I liked watching 
the cheerleaders, and the band was 
awesome, and then after the festival 
I came to Bowman and played 
Ultimate Frisbee with some of my 
friends," he said. The Welcome 
Back Festival is an excellent way 
for freshmen to mingle, meet new 
people and see what Clemson has 
to offer. 
From food and prizes to watching 
the Rally Cats perform, there were 
many different things to experience 
for those who attended the 24th 
annual Welcome Back Festival. 
College Avenue was blocked off 
and was overflowing with energy as 
vendors from the local restaurants 
and businesses took over the street. 
The local store owners cheerfully 
offered food as well as free 
merchandise and prizes to the crowd 
see WELCOME page A7    Students picked up freebees while roaming downtown. 
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A record number of student organizations were present at this year's Tiger Prowl. 
Tiger Prowl - A Roaring Success 
Clemson's Organization Fair provided students with the opportunity to connect on campus. 
KATHERINE LALLA 
NEWS EDITOR 
Held every year as a way for 
students to become involved 
with various organizations 
around campus, Tiger Prowl is an 
informational fair that takes place 
on Bowman Field every fall. On 
Tuesday, Aug. 22, around 300 
student organizations set up tents 
and tables to recruit new members. 
The fair is hosted by Undergraduate 
Student Government, and chaired by 
the Organizations Committee. This 
year, the fair was divided into zones 
featuring Service,- Advocacy and 
Religious organizations, Professional, 
Cultural, Honorary and Media 
organizations, Recreational and 
Glib Sports and Meet the Greeks. 
"The fair is an opportunity for 
networking amongst students and 
various organizations. It allows the 
students planning to gain experience 
as well as teach and learn networking 
skills too," Organizations Director 
Kelly McDermott said. The 
Volunteer Fair was also held in a 
separate area of Bowman, giving 
students the opportunity to talk 
to non-profit organizations about 
service opportunities. 
is a good chance to learn more about 
the vast opportunities at Clemson 
without immediate commitment. 
"The fair was helpful for me because 
I was able to find out what Clemson 
has to offer, and see where I might 
ftt in the best," freshman Kylie Muir 
said. 
Packed  with  people,   freshman 
Tiger Prowl is completely Matt Anderson fourid'it to be slightly 
free to students and participating overwhelming. "I did find it helpful 
organizations. For freshmen, the fair     to see what organizations there are, 
but it was packed with people, and 
hard to find Meet the Greeks since 
other organizations were under 
the fraternity tents," Anderson 
said. The crowds did result in a 
positive spin for the organizations. 
"We had a record number of 
signups for organizations this year," 
McDermott said. 
In the future, there are hopes 
that every student organization on 
campus will participate in the fair. 
Terry Don 
Phillips Retires 
Seasoned athletic coach announces his 
retirement from Clemson Sports. 
KEEGAN WALLACE 
STAFF WRITER 
Athletic Director Terry Don Phillips 
announced his plans to retire at the end 
of his contract in July of 2013. Phillips 
has served as AD for the past 10 years 
and has strengthened the university's 
athletic program. Clemson now seeks 
a new AD who will be able to foster 
Phillips' developments and make further 
improvements. 
Under Phillips, there have been 13 
ACC championships, 77 winning seasons 
and the football team has participated 
in bowl games each year. Academically, 
student athletes have earned the top overall 
GPA's  under  Phillips'  administration, 
see PHILLIPS page A8 
WE ARE A GROUP OF JESUS-FOLLOWERS 
WITH THE CLEMSON CHURCH OF 
CHRIST WHO DESIRE TO GROW DEEPER 
IN FAITH, LOVE, AND COMMUNITY. 
We would love for you to come 
and visit us at the Clemson Church 
of Christ across from the Fike Rec 
Center and the intramural fields 
anytime of the week. 
Monday night devotionals and Bible study at 7pm 
Wednesday night college class at 7pm 
We have fall and spring spiritual 
retreats to Lake Lure, NC and 
Panama City Beach, FL. 
Phillips (right) pictured with head football coach Dabo Swinney. 
LookforusonFacebook 
@ Tigers for Christ or on 
Twitter @TigersforChrist 
167 Old Greenville Highway 
Clemson, SC 29631 
(864)654-3583 
Clemson 
Church of 
Christ 
Highway 93 
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CLEMSON'S OWN TIGER BAND VISITED LONDON DURING THE ^ 
2012 OLYMPIC GAMES 
Written by: Andy Brown, Assistant News Editor 
The Olympics have been a global source of entertainment 
for years. Events ranging from basketball to water polo have 
captivated fens of all demographics and nationalities, whether 
they were watching the events live or from their homes. Even 
the Clemson spirit was not missing from this glorious display 
of patriotism and pride, as Clemson Tigerband's Jazz Ensemble 
and Symphonic Band traveled to London to perform at the 
Olympics. 
The group departed on July 29th for London's Heathrow 
airport and arrived to the picturesque city, where they enjoyed 
sights such as the rolling green lawns of Buckingham Palace 
and the hands of Big Ben. Quite the far cry from sunny 
South Carolina, London served as a new and somewhat chilly 
environment for the Tigerband, but the Clemson musicians 
quickly caught Olympic fever. When asked about sightseeing, 
trumpet player Jordan Miller said, "My favorite part of touring 
was stopping traffic in the morning to take a picture of us 
crossing Abbey Road." 
Though the band was excited to go sightseeing around 
London, they were just as ready to perform around the city. 
Their first performance was at the Peninsula Festival, held in 
the Greenwich Peninsula. This festival is a celebration of music, 
culture and international business, and Clemson is proud to have 
partaken in the event. 
The band continued to tour London throughout the trip, 
stopping for sights such as the Tower of London and other 
historical points around the city. After the sightseeing trips, 
The Tiger Band performed at several locations across London. 
the band once again filled the night air with music, first at 
Exhibition Road and then at the Weymouth Bayside Festival. 
The Weymouth Festival was one of the largest events where 
the band played, drawing crowds within the thousands. The 
audience was on their feet, and the symphonic band and jazz 
ensemble enjoyed a moment in the limelight as the world looked 
on. The last performance was equally thrilling, as the band 
played their final show at Hyde Park. They played on a main 
stage with a concert-style setup - two giant screens highlighted 
the band and individual members to the vast audience. A 
member of the symphonic band, Matt Byrd, described his 
favorite event, saying "It was a pretty awesome experience 
playing the Tiger Rag on a stage in London with ten thousand 
people watching. This was the first time I had been out of the 
country, so the experience and culture were great." 
While touring and providing the world with a taste of 
Clemson pride, the students were also able to enjoy a few 
Olympic events. The band attended women's indoor volleyball 
matches with Turkey, Serbia, Great Britain and Italy Not only 
did the band have the privilege of watching these great events, 
they also attended a sailing event, which was Maddie Davis' 
personal favorite for the trip. "It was a surprise that we got to 
see the sailing event. It was beautiful and very different from an 
American beach," Davis said. 
The band hit all the right notes on their Olympic tour of 
London, returning back to the states tired, weary and beaming 
after completing a trip that was pure gold. 
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FOR SALE OR LEASE 
THE 
"Come for the water. Stay for the friends. » 
Cottages and Paired Homes in Waterfront Community 
5 minutes from Clemson campus. 
roM WINKOPP 
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Tom Winkopp Realtor/Developer, LLC, 891 College Avenue, Suite 103 • Clemson, SC 29631 
Phone: 864 654 7549 for Leasing • 864 654 2200 for Sales 
www.thepieratclemsonxom 
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The Scoop on Student Media 
An inside look at Clemson's student media programs. 
Semantics: 
Semantics showcases student art 
at Clemson University. It began as a 
literary journal in 1999, although the 
publication existed before this time under 
a different name: "The Chronicle." In 
recent years, Semantics has grown to 
publish additional types of art, such as 
photography and paintings. This allows 
for a wider range of artistic media for the 
publication to exhibit. 
"The main core of Semantics is its 
search for new words and new passions. 
We encourage everyone to submit their 
perspectives and observations, whether 
through poetry, short fiction or art of any 
form," said Jillian Danson, the Editor-in- 
Chief of Semantics. Danson feels that 
art is important not only because it is 
a valuable source of self-expression, but 
also because it " ... makes the world a 
nicer, warmer and more united place to 
be." Semantics is always in need of new 
students who have a desire to participate. 
There are numerous positions within 
this organization, including some that 
deal with the business operations of this 
organization. "We really do welcome 
everyone, since the more input we have, 
the stronger our core is and the better 
quality Semantics will be," Danson said. 
This upcoming academic year, 
the Semantics staff seeks to branch 
out in some new ways. In addition 
to student submissions, Danson wants 
university staff, faculty and community 
members to contribute. "Our area is 
rich with artistic individuals who have 
unique perspectives, and we would like 
to capture and showcase their talents," 
Danson said. This year will also be the 
first year that the organization will host 
an arts competition. Danson hopes to 
expand the activity of Semantics as "the 
plan is to open up Semantics beyond 
just the borders of the university and 
really try to reach out to our unique 
community in a mutually beneficial 
way." 
When asked what his goals were as 
Editor, Danson borrowed a quote from 
Albert Einstein: "I am enough of an artist 
to draw freely from my imagination. 
Imagination is more important than 
knowledge. Knowledge is limited, 
imagination encircles the world." 
Anyone interested in becoming 
involved with Semantics can go to htrp:// 
semantc.wix.com/clemson, or email 
Jillian Danson at danson@demson.edu. 
CTV 
p Clemson Television is a student- 
nia TV network which, broadcasts on 
Channel 99 throughout Clemson's 
campus. The focus of this organization 
is mainly student-produced content, 
such as advertising and producing 
showcasings, but movies are also played 
on a regular basis. Due to a number of 
"... violent shifts in power ... ," the 
history of CTV has unfortunately been 
lost, according to the CTV website. It 
is believed to have been established in 
1994 and was originally named CCN 
(Clemson Cable Network). Since this 
time, CTV has come a long way. They 
are a focused group of students with a 
desire to build on the foundations that 
have been laid by those before them. 
Currently the mission of CTV is 
to " ... fulfill the agreement between 
its student staff and Clemson campus 
to continue 'Broadcasting Clemson's 
Future Today through its self-appointed 
responsibilities of advertising, producing 
and showcasing student content to the 
Clemson University community," said 
Richard Lyons, the General Manager 
of CTV. 
The organization has a number 
of objectives they strive to achieve in 
order to operate successfully. When 
asked about the organization's goals, 
Lyons replied that the CTV staff 
... aim to achieve 75 percent of 
campus awareness of our station and 
its'services of advertising, producing 
and showcasing student content ..." 
as well as*" ... to build an advertising 
database of at least 50 clients within 
the next 12 months." Lyons also stated 
that the station strives to showcase 
student content, provide "... hands on 
experience and engaging opportunities 
... " for students at Clemson, and 
to " ... keep the Clemson University 
community connected, informed and 
entertained." 
CTV will host an open house this 
fall, where interested students can ask 
questions, tour the station (located on 
the Student Media Hall on the third 
floor of the Hendrix Student Center) 
and sign up to be a member. All new 
student members will begin working 
on the production crew, where they will 
learn how live and remote broadcasting 
for CTV works. When new members 
accomplish the required number of 
hours working for the production crew, 
they can take a simple exam consisting 
of basic broadcasting and production 
procedures. After this, they are eligible to 
propose a new show idea or join the cast of 
a show already in production. For more 
information, please contact Richard 
Lyons at rlyons@clemson.edu or visit 
www.demsontv.net. 
Taps, Clemson's award-winning 
yearbook, b an organization comprised 
of diverse students froni many different 
majors and interests. What brings 
them together is the desire to produce 
an exceptional yearbook, recording 
Clemson's history. "We have both a 
junior and senior staff, with senior staff 
members working dosdy with junior 
staff members to write stories, create 
spreads and contribute to the overall 
production of the book," said Amber 
Day, the Editor-in-Chief of Taps. Taps 
also has a photography staff to capture 
events all over campus. 
In order to join Taps as a junior staff 
member, any student interested simply 
needs to attend one of their meetings, 
which are usually hdd on Monday 
nights at 7 pjn. After a student has 
maintained a junior staff position for one 
year, d^r are eligible to run for a senior 
staff position during the dections hdd 
in March. This year, Taps has created 
a website accessible to students where 
photos can be posted to potentially be 
used in their yearbook pages. Students 
can also get their portraits taken for 
the yearbook throughout a four-week 
interval during the fall semester. 
The staff is very exdted about the 
2013 edition of the yearbook, which 
will be the 103rd volume. The staff 
will be attempting to find a "Clemson- 
specific angle" to every story that will be 
featured. "We are striving to make this 
year's book a testament to the unique, 
special qualities that all members of the 
Clemson family share, and we hope 
that this goal will hdp us produce an 
especially excellent 103rd volume of 
Taps," Day said. 
Taps has recdved numerous awards 
from various organizations induding the 
Columbia Scholastic Press Association, 
the American Scholastic Press 
Association and the Printing Industries 
of America. Taps is always looking for 
new members, regardless of experience 
with yearbook 
"Taps is a premiere student 
organization here at Clemson, and 
although we work hard, we also have a 
lot of fun making a book that preserves 
a litde piece of Clemson's rich history," 
said Day. 
For more information on joining 
the staff or other questions, you can 
email Amber Day at alday@demson. 
edu or taps@demson.edu, or call 
864-565-8277. 
WSBF is an alternative radio station 
located in the Upstate. It was founded 
on May I, 1958, and students can listen 
to WSBF at 88.1 FM or online at wsbf. 
net/listen. 
WSBF is also Clemson University's 
only full time broadcast oudet, 
producing around 3,000 watts in output 
power. "As a radio station, WSBF is 
an alternative to typical Top-40 hits. 
As a student organization, WSBF is an 
alternative to typical opportunities on 
campus," said Andrew Harris, General 
Manager of WSBF. The goal of the 
station is to promote new alternative 
music to the Clemson student body and 
the Clemson community. 
WSBF puts on a number of concerts 
and events throughout the year. This fall, 
the first show will be at Lever Beach on 
Friday, Aug. 31st. More information 
about upcoming events can be found on 
their website. 
In order to become a DJ at WSBF, 
students and community members are 
required to go through an interning 
process. This process begins in early 
September and can take anywhere from 
a few weeks to a few months, depending 
on the individual's commitment and 
schedule. After the training period, 
students must take an on-air test, and 
then they will have the chance to host 
their own radio show. 
Although live broadcasting is a 
major part of what WSBF does, there are 
also opportunities for DJs to contribute 
to concerts and other events on and off 
campus. "WSBF also sends students 
to festivals with press passes, induding 
Moogfest, Pitchfork and Bonnaroo," 
Harris said. 
For more information on how to 
get involved with WSBF, you can email 
program@wsbf net or visit their website 
at www.wsbf net. 
The Tiger Town < 
' ... South Carolina's only code 
political newspaper." The mission 
of the Tiger Town Observer (TTO), 
stated on the organizations website, is 
to ... provide accurate and relevant 
information in order to educate the 
Clemson community in the political 
affairs of today's worid." 
They are committed to making sure 
the facts they present are always correct 
and used in the proper context. They 
not only strive for accuracy, but also 
relevancy, integrity and fairness. 
TTO believes that "... all men 
have the God-given right to be free 
from unjust oppression and unnecessary 
government control," their website 
states. They are proponents of " ... Free 
Market and Charity ... " and believe 
that "The government's purpose is not 
to regulate the economy but to protect 
the economy. The market must be 
allowed to run its course." 
For   more   information   on   the 
TTO,    students 
tigertownobserver.com. 
can    visit    www. 
SEPT 6 
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Tigra Scientifica: "Losing Your Keys Shouldn't 
Mean Losing Your Mind. " 
Small robotic devices are being used to keep track of personal belongings 
RACHEL WASYLYK 
STAFF WRITER 
You're rushing out the door, trying 
to make it to your first class on time, 
when you realize the inevitable has 
happened once again — you have 
misplaced your keys. Sometimes 
keeping track of your phone, 
notebooks, purse and keys seems like 
an impossible task. However, new 
tracking device technology developed 
by scientists from the University of 
Wollongong in Dubai might help 
you save time when searching for lost 
items. Attaching small robotic trackers 
to your personal belongings could 
make it a lot easier to find your things 
- and get to class on rime! 
Dr. Mohamed Watfa and his 
team have developed a program 
called IPURSE, which combine 
two advanced technologies, radio 
frequency identification and near-field 
communication, into one program. 
Radio frequency identification (RFID) 
allows a small microchip to be placed on 
an object, which recognizes movement 
patterns when it is near the central 
RFID reader. By using radio frequency 
signals, objects with these chips can be 
easily tracked. The second technology, 
near-field communication (NFC), is a 
safe two-way communicating system 
that allows the user to be in constant 
communication with the microchip 
when it is within a short range. By 
combining these two complex 
systems, researchers are able to create a 
working model to track down personal 
belongings, as well as alert the user 
when an item is misplaced. 
However, the IPURSE does not 
simply stop at tracking down lost 
items. Dr. Watfa has integrated these 
advanced technologies to create a smart 
feature system. This single program 
allows for intelligent monitoring of 
items in a persons daily life, including 
everyday reminders and alerts about 
the placement or use of the items. For 
example, the RFID is embedded with 
a weather-checking feature that can 
remind a person to pack their umbrella 
when there is a chance of rain. This 
system can also be programmed to 
remind users to bring along specific 
items for different occasions. If you 
bring along a certain notebook three 
times a week, the program can remind 
you to pack this book before you leave 
the house. 
In order to use this technology, you 
would need to attach small microchips 
RFID tag technology could soon allow for a way to find your keys, phone and wallet 
onto your belongings. These chips, 
which are approximately the size of 
a grain of rice, do not require direct 
contact with the central reader. 
Therefore they can be embedded 
inside your phone or other objects and 
safely protected. Since this technology 
is easy to use, it is a good candidate for 
widespread use in society. 
In the future, the team is hoping 
to link the IPURSE with online social 
networking sites. This way, the system 
can notify certain friends or family 
members if your phone is lost or your 
keys are missing. Having someone 
else notified can make the process 
of tracking down your lost items, or 
getting back into your home, a lot 
simpler. While there is not a working 
prototype that can be currently 
marketed, researchers are hoping that 
someday IPURSE will be a staple 
in every home. Soon, you may be 
able to save time by checking your 
RFID reader for your lost itefns - 
instead of every nook and cranny in 
your apartment! 
Free Water Available 
for Student Parties 
A student initiative will provide free water to parties 
as an alternative choice to alcoholic beverages. 
■ 
A Center for 
Student Success 
The new Academic Success Center opened last 
spring as a resource for students. 
EMILY BARRETT 
STAFF WRITER 
Let's face it - some students disobey the legal 
drinking age while in college and choose to break 
the law and drink before their 21st birthday. As 
students return to Clemson from summer there 
are sure to be parties serving alcohol during the 
semester, especially during the first few weeks. 
A Creative Inquiry team comprised of eleven 
students is working to tackle the issue of alcohol 
over-consumption. The students involved are 
Hunter Bagnal, Emily Barrett, Brett Bleiweis, 
Alexis Clark, Kelsey Clausman, Chelsea Glynn, 
Alyx Kahn, James Kaplanges, Cody Sargent 
and Lauren Snider. While the group is not 
attempting to curb off-campus parties altogether, 
they are trying to reduce the amount of alcohol 
consumed in the short period of time the team 
is together. 
"So many ways have been tried to reduce 
binge drinking at Clemson, but despite all the 
efforts, it still happens. As a group, we tried to 
come up with a new and innovative way to help 
with this problem," Hunter Bagnal said. "After 
talking about how all we ever see at parties is beer 
and liquor, we wanted to provide an alternative 
drink. We want there to always be water bottles 
at parties for those who want them." 
The students in this group have developed 
a program where anyone having a party can 
request cases of water for free. If you are 
organizing a party and would like to have cases 
of water delivered to your party for free, all 
first name, phone number, address to drop off 
the water and the number of people expected 
at the party. One of the students in this group 
will either call or email you to arrange a time to 
deliver the water the afternoon of the party. 
Last spring, the students in the group 
delivered water to 10 parties that were hosted 
by different Greek organizations. One fraternity 
president who used this program multiple times 
last semester said, "When we first had the water 
at our parties, we didn't put it in a place that was 
visible or where people could grab it on,their 
own. The next time, we put it right next to the 
beer and a few other locations. By the end of the 
night, all of the water was gone, and it seemed to 
make a difference at the party." 
Although the group started off just giving 
water to fraternity parties, the team wanted to 
expand the service to all students this fall. "There 
is such a need for water as an alternative non- 
alcoholic beverage at so many different kinds of 
parties. It doesn't matter if you are having a party 
for your sports team, an off campus party for 
your friend's birthday or a day-party off campus. 
Our program is completely confidential, and as 
fellow students, we want you to tell us about 
your party so that we may provide water to you 
for free," Cody Sargent said. 
The group's ultimate goal with this program 
is to encourage healthy drinking habits and 
create the expectation of water at parties. If you 
would like to have free.water delivered to your 
party, email the group at cuwaterdrop@gmail. 
com   or  visit  http://cutakingcharge.wix.com/ 
»^»-*!»!%(l«fc». 
MARY KATE MARROW 
STAFF WRITER 
Clemson University gained an invaluable 
asset in the spring of 2012 with the opening of 
the new Academic Success-Center building from 
the Class of 1956. 
The new building, strategically positioned 
behind the library in the academic heart of 
campus, will provide a home base for one of the 
largest Supplemental Instruction programs in 
the world, along with a wide variety of other free 
academic programs and services for Clemson 
University students. 
The Academic Success Center took a year 
and a half to build and is approximately 35,000 
square feet. The $12.5 million, space shows the 
importance the university places on academic 
excellence. , 
A quarter of the construction cost was raised 
as part of the golden anniversary project of the 
graduating class of 1956. 
The center is made up of technologically 
forward study and group project meeting 
rooms,    tutoring   rooms,    classrooms   and 
see SUCCESS page A9 
President and Mrs. Barker pose with the Tiger at the grand opening. 
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New Freshman Class Breaks Record 
The Class of 2016 is the largest class in Clemson's history. 
Students gathered on August 21 in Littlejohn Colosseum for Freshman Convocation. 
KATHERINE LALLA 
NEWS EDITOR 
With the quest to become a 
Top 20 Public University, Clemson 
admitted its largest incoming 
freshman class on record this 
year with over 3,450 students. 
Admissions received over 18,500 
applications for the 2012-2013 
school year, with an increase of 
about 1,500 applications from the 
previous year, breaking the record 
for applications as well. "The gauge 
that US News looks at is the quality 
of the class, and while this is our 
largest class on record, it is also our 
strongest class with approximately 
a 15 point jump in our mean SAT 
score," Director of Admissions 
Robert Barkley said. 
To prepare for this expected 
increase in applications and growth 
in admissions, the university began 
preparing in advance (beginning in 
early May), knowing that it was 
going to be a big class, with a large 
application pool. 
"Knowing in advance allowed 
for communication between 
housing and undergraduate studies 
to prepare for the students and 
make arrangements for when they 
arrived," Barkley said. 
Due to the increase in 
admissions, some students were 
placed in overflow housing. "I was 
worried at first that it would be 
cramped, but while it is small, it 
forces me to be organized. Not 
having a window is definitely weird, 
but I've made friends by asking the 
girls on my hall about the weather," 
Erica Schmidt said, a freshman 
living in Lever. "There have been a 
few disgruntled parents, but most of 
my girls have handled it really well," 
said Schuyler Tin, an RA in Lever. 
"A lot of things fell in our 
favor. Tours around spring break 
happened   when   the   weather  was 
gorgeous, which allowed for higher 
recruitment," Barkley said. Clemson 
was able to provide more money 
in scholarships this year as well, 
and around 95 percent of incoming 
freshmen from South Carolina 
received LIFE or Palmetto state 
scholarships. 
One thing that will change 
in the admissions process, for 
the 2013-2014 school year is the 
implementation of the IMore 
project, which is a paperless program 
that will allow all of the applications 
to be reviewed online by staff. "In 
the past, when we had paper files, 
the most basic of applications had 
around four sheets of paper and 
when you have 18,500 applications, 
that's saving a lot of materials as well 
as helpful in the budget," Barkley 
said. 
For the 2013-2014 school year, 
admissions is targeted to bring in 
around 3,200 students and therefore 
would not continue to increase the 
size of the freshman class. The 
admissions office has received over 
one thousand applications for the 
upcoming school year thus far. 
"We're not only trying to bring 
in a large number of students but 
a strong number of students," 
Barkley said. 
WELCOME from page Al 
that roamed downtown Clemson. 
There were special appearances 
by Clemson Mayor J.C. Cook 
and university President James F. 
Barker, who offered welcoming 
words to the crowd. Other 
appearances included the Clemson 
Tiger mascot, the Rally Cats and 
Clemson cheerleaders, as well as 
The Jimmy Trio, a local band. 
The money raised from the 
Welcome Back Festival goes to 
the Student Alumni Council 
Endowment Scholarship Fund. 
The festival has raised over 
$30,000 over the past three years 
for the scholarship fund. The 
Director of Alumni Engagement, 
Stewart Summers, was head of 
the 24th Welcome Back Festival. 
"Ticket proceeds go to the SAC 
Scholarship Fund that benefits 
students receiving academic 
Scholarships at Clemson," 
Summers said. 
The excitement and support 
from the community for this event 
created a welcoming atmosphere 
for the Clemson family as a 
promising new school year begins. 
"The festival displays the great 
relationship between the city 
of Clemson and the University. 
It shows the freshmen what's 
available in the community 
and serves to showcase an open 
door for the Clemson family," 
Summers said. 
PHILLIPS from page A2 
with the spring semester of 2012 having the highest student- 
athlete average GPA on record at a 2.99. 
Phillips has also contributed gready in the area of facility 
improvement. Recendy, Clemson has invested more than $140 
million, improving facilities for every sport. Despite this immense 
recent spending, Clemson was not questioned for NCAA- 
compliance issues due to Phillips' strong reputation in the league. 
Assistant AD Mr. Timothy Bourret recognizes the impact of 
facility improvement. According to Bourret, Clemson's football 
history shows a correlation between the facilities enhancements 
and athletic victories. "As far as wins and losses, we have been 
consistent, and the championships are starting to come with the 
investment in facilities," said Bourret. 
Along with facility improvements, Phillips has been revered 
for maintaining the overall financial stability of the program. In 
addition to investing over $140 million in facilities, the program 
has built financial reserves of around $50 million and has 
managed their debt. 
Phillips' contributions to Clemson's athletic program 
have been widely recognized. This year, the Bleacher Report 
sports media website named him one of America's Top 25 
Athletic Directors. When President Barker discussed Phillips' 
retirement with university officials and the press, he expressed 
his appreciation for Phillips' developments, which he believed, 
established a model athletics program. 
A national search for the new athletic director will be 
launched this fall. "We are looking for a candidate with 
experience in the field, whether that be as a director or someone 
who has worked in a major Division I program ... someone with 
experience in fundraising is important," said Bourret. According 
to Bourret, the new AD will not inherit many problems due 
to the program's financial solvency, top APR scores and good 
standing with the NCAA 
In a recent public statement, President Barker has asked 
Phillips to stay on as athletic director until they find a replacement. 
The goal is to name a new AD by July of 2013 when Phillips' 
contract officially expires. In light of his outstanding work at 
Clemson, Phillips leaves large shoes to fill. 
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SUCCESS from page A6 
administrative offices. The building also 
houses Student Disability Services and the 
Writing Center. 
The Academic Success Center (ASC) 
provides students with a variety of academic 
support programs including Supplemental 
Instruction/Peer Assisted Study Sessions, 
tutoring, workshops, academic coaching and 
academic counseling. Through these services, 
the ASC had nearly 50,000 contact hours 
with students in the past year and is only 
expected to increase with the addition of the 
new building. 
Supplemental Instruction (SI) and a 
similar program, Peer Assisted Study Sessions, 
provide organized study sessions three times a 
week for students in traditionally challenging 
courses. The sessions are interactive, voluntary 
and led by a trained peer who has previously 
excelled in the course. Supplemental 
Instruction is very popular; during the 2011- 
2012 academic year, over 35,000 visits were 
made to SI sessions. 
Students who regularly attend the 
sessions significandy outperform the students 
who do not attend. The classrooms in the 
ASC building will allow SI sessions to be held 
during the day, in addition to the evening 
hours currendy offered. 
Tutoring is offered for students in over 
90 courses each semester in four different 
locations across campus, including the new 
ASC building. Tutoring allows students 
to ask questions that might have been left 
unanswered from class, go over material they 
did not feel that they fully comprehended or 
simply practice the material they learned. 
Tutoring sessions are led by trained 
student tutors, and schedules are posted 
online at www.clemson.edu/asc at the 
beginning of each semester. 
If students need help with a course that 
does not already have support provided, 
they can request tutoring. The Tutor Request 
Policy is available on the ASC website. 
Academic Skills Workshops vary in topic, 
but all work to enhance the educational 
experience of those who attend. The center 
offers over 40 workshops each semester, 
and during the 2011-12 academic year, 
over 1,100 students attended workshops 
each semester. Workshops are offered on 
a variety of topics that provide techniques 
and strategies to help students succeed at 
Clemson. Topics include time management, 
test anxiety, speed-reading, note-taking and 
other learning strategies. 
Academic coaching is personalized to 
help students meet the academic goals that 
they have set. Coaching is on an individual 
basis and allows the student to meet with an 
academic coach weekly. 
Meetings help students to determine their 
strengths, enhance their organizational skills 
and develop a plan so that they achieve their 
goals each semester. Academic counseling 
provides students with the opportunity 
to take the Study Behavior Inventory and 
discuss the results with an academic counselor 
in order to learn how to improve their 
chances of academic success. 
An appointment to take the test is not 
necessary, and it only takes approximately 15 
minutes to finish. Students are encouraged 
to take the test after the first round of testing 
freshman year in order to create a plan for first 
semester success. 
Dr. Richardson, director of the Academic 
Success Center since 2002, is proud to report 
that students who use ASC services are 
more likely to keep their South Carolina 
Scholarships, return for their sophomore year 
and graduate in a timely manner. 
Whether you are an entering freshman 
or about to be a senior, stop by the Academic 
Success Center and learn how they can 
improve your educational experience — for 
free! A student who had the opportunity to 
utilize the new center this past semester, had 
the following comment for the class of 1956, 
"Thank you for providing the services to 
make every Clemson tiger successful." 
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Students and faculty celebrate the grand opening of the new Academic Success Center. 
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B OPINIONS 
Food Fight 
With a history so dramatically 
punctuated by conflicting beliefs (think 
Civil Rights Movement, women's 
suffrage, etc.), one might assume that 
the citizens of America would have 
already learned to maturely coexist 
with people from different lifestyles. 
Unfortunately, the highly publicized 
and fiery debacle between Chick- 
fil-A and supporters of same-sex 
marriage would not only squash that 
assumption, but also spit on it and steal 
its lunch money. 
It all started when Dan Cathy, 
whose family owns the famous chicken 
chain, was quoted as saying that he 
supports " ... the biblical definition 
of the family unit." This is a pretty 
clear message that he's not exactly a 
proponent of gay marriage, however, 
he was also quoted as saying, "While 
my family and I believe in the Biblical 
definition of marriage, we love and 
respect anyone who disagrees." By this 
point, though, it was too late. Several 
influential liberal politicians declared 
it as an attack on the gay community, 
and many powerful conservative 
politicians encouraged their religious 
counterparts to "Eat Mor Chikin." And 
thus pandemonium ensued. 
Within a few short weeks, the 
relatively harmless comment (coupled 
with a few more pointed comments) 
that merely confirmed the company's 
Christian position was turned into a tool 
for political and social manipulation. 
Mayor Thomas Menino and Mayor 
Rahm Emanuel, of Boston and Chicago 
respectively, have both said —and in no 
uncertain terms —that Chick-fil-A was 
unwelcome in their cities, potentially to 
win votes from the LGBT community. 
Their most vocal opposition, former 
senator Rick Santorum and former 
governor Mike Huckabee, retaliated 
by encouraging individuals to show 
their support for the restaurant's 
conservative ideals by eating there 
more often. This also raises questions 
as to whether or not Cathy's comments 
were a publicity stunt. Since the 
chain isn't publicly traded, however, 
there isn't any information available 
for one to evaluate whether or not 
the press drastically affected sales, 
though there is mounting physical 
evidence of both massive boycotts 
and excessive patronage. 
Responses to the comment have 
been exaggerated on both sides. In an 
effort to show their support for gay 
rights, activists lead "national same- 
sex kiss day at Chick-fil-A," in which 
same-sex couples assembled at the 
restaurant to kiss in protest of the 
company's anti-gay message and then 
spread the word via preferred social 
media sites. Several college campuses 
are even leading protests to have the 
chain removed completely, including 
Emory University, which is located 
in Atlanta and also happens to be the 
national headquarters for Chick-fil-A. 
As a result of the disarray, this 
whole mess has turned into a very 
black and white representation of a 
much more complicated ethical issue. 
Contrary to the recent frenzy, enjoying 
a Chick-fil-A sandwich and supporting 
same-sex marriage  are  not  mutually 
CALEB BAILEY/art director 
exclusive. Likewise, an aversion to 
fried chicken does not necessarily 
make a person an advocate for the gay 
community. Being a devoted Christian 
doesn't even constitute support for 
Chick-fil-A's bold position. Pastor 
Sarah Halverson, of Costa Mesa, Cal., 
said, "It's heartbreakingly sad to see 
people using the Bible and Christian 
rhetoric to make people feel like they 
don't belong in God's House." Clearly 
the situation isn't as cut and dry as the 
media may strive to portray it. 
Conversely, companies that have 
recently announced support for gay 
rights have experienced boycotts from 
the conservative community. Oreo 
declared its support for Pride Month by 
featuring an image of a rainbow-filled 
cookie on its Facebook page, triggering 
a series of other Facebook pages aimed 
at criticizing the provocative image. 
One founder' said, "Boycott Oreo 
cookies and hit them where it hurts ... 
in the wallet." 
Executives at J. C. Penny, who chose 
Ellen DeGeneres as their spokeswoman 
last year, have had to endure some 
harsh criticism as well. However, 
instead of backing down, they chose 
to feature real same-sex couples in 
both their Mother's Day and Father's 
Day catalogues. The notoriously 
conservative group One Million 
Moms, bent on annihilating any " ... 
negative influences our children are 
forced to contend with...", responded 
by declaring that, " ... God will not 
tolerate this sinful nature ..." and by 
suggesting that likeminded people call 
and complain to their local J. C. Penny. 
Perhaps the greatest injustice of this 
clash of wills is that the real issue at 
hand seems to have been completely 
overlooked in favor of personal gain, 
and it raises some important questions 
regarding the relationship between 
politics, society and the economy. 
Should such large and influential 
corporations take strong political 
stances? How do we as American 
citizens reconcile the necessary 
freedoms of speech and religion with a 
person's inalienable right to the pursuit 
of happiness? Moreover, should our 
money always follow where our values 
lead? Do we really want to live in 
a country in which we only interact 
with people who share the exact same 
principles, and where differences in 
our political affiliations and sexual 
orientations trump everything 
else that unifies us? 
Luckily, Chick-fil-A released a 
statement back in February saying, 
"we have no political agenda, policy 
or position against anyone, especially 
the LGBT community" and "we will 
not champion any political agendas 
on marriage and family." All fingers 
are crossed that they follow through 
with that promise. 
So hopefully, when this food fight 
finally reaches its stalemate, and the 
dust settles in the cafeteria, we can 
all look at each other with a better 
understanding and acceptance — ideally 
compassion — and then get back in line 
for another chicken sandwich. 
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written 
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion 
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority 
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual 
view of any particular member. 
Should corporations state an 
opinion on hot-button political 
Elizabeth Devitt 
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"Personally, I think 
it's irrelevant. 
If they have a 
successful market or 
service, I don't think 
politics should get 
in the way of their 
business." 
Katie Longlet 
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right to state their 
opinion." 
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Matt Vawter 
"Yes, they know 
the consequences of 
their actions." 
Jay Brantley 
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"Yes, if they are 
asked about it. I 
don't think people 
should judge, they 
have freedom of 
speech." 
Dan Harris 
"No, a corporation 
should not have a 
single opinion, as 
it is not a single 
person." 
Want to share your opinion? 
Just select the QR code with 
your smartphone or QR code 
reader app to take you to The 
Tiger Opinions' Facebook 
page. Type your thoughts on 
the issue this week and view 
others' comments. 
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From the 
Editor's 
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KATELYN WROBCL 
Editor-in-Chief 
I've always been enamored by the media. The 
idea of the freedom of speech and the ability of an 
organization to bring forth truth is something I am 
very passionate about. When the entire staff of The 
Red & Black, the University of Georgia's campus 
newspaper, walked out on the Board of Directors, I 
was shocked and amazed. The Red & Black, arguably 
one of the best student-run newspapers in the nation, 
caused an uproar in the student journalism world 
when the Board of Directors began drafting policies 
that would require prior review and take the editorial 
control out of the students' hands. In light of this 
incident, I thought it might be good to welcome you 
Tigers (new and old) with a little information about 
The Tiger: who we are, how we operate and what we 
feel is most important. 
The Tiger is a student-run newspaper that was 
founded in 1907. As stated in our constitution, "the 
purpose of this organization shall be to provide a 
student-run newspaper for the students, faculty and 
staff of Clemson University, with a primary focus on 
student interests." Although originally all members 
of the Student Media family received funding 
from the University, The Tiger became financially 
independent in 2004.. This was made possible by the 
staff's decision to create revenue through the sate of 
advertisements. A decision we, as a current staff, still 
support and work to keep a reality for the students 
and Tiger staff to come after us. In addition to being 
entirely financially independent, our staff is made 
solely of students and all editorial review is internal. 
We have a senior staff of 25 and work on a volunteer 
writer basis, all of whom are students from many 
backgrounds, lifestyles and majors. While Clemson 
doesn't have a journalism school, our goal is that The 
Tiger will provide a learning lab full of lessons and 
experiences for students, if they desire a career in the 
journalism field or they just fell in love with student 
journalism because of "Gilmore Girls" (it might be 
a guilty pleasure.) Mistakes and all, we hope that 
each student leaves here more knowledgeable of the 
journalism world and with a plethora of life lessons. 
We work weekly to bring a newspaper to 
campus that provides a source of relevant news and 
entertainment to students and community members 
alike. We hope this year we can work with campus to 
improve, because we want what you want: a quality 
newspaper that delivers interesting and engaging 
stories for the Clemson community. 
KATELYN WROBEL is a senior majoring in Graphic Communications. Email 
comments to letters@thetigernews.com. 
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Why should you 
study abroad? 
PAKE WATSON 
Columnist 
Before I could write about studying abroad, I 
had to decide from which angle to approach 
this article. I considered giving a daily account 
of my experience, or lecturing on safety precautions 
or money management, but then I thought, why would 
anyone want to hear about any of that if they haven't 
decided if they want to study abroad? 
Perhaps you are pondering the idea of studying 
abroad. Perhaps you are thinking that traveling- to a 
beautiful country, trying a different cuisine and meeting 
new people just isn't for you. Well stop right there. 
Take a few minutes to read this article, and I think your 
next move might be to the study abroad office. 
I have always had the desire to travel and experience 
a lifestyle outside of the United States, so when I came 
to Clemson, I knew I wanted to take the opportunity 
afforded to me by the study abroad programs. There 
are so many programs offered that fit so many interests 
that it was hard to choose just one. You just have to 
search until you find the one that is right for you, but 
don't worry because there are people to help you make 
the right choice. 
I decided to go on a month long summer program to 
Quito, Ecuador, because my passion for Spanish would 
be incorporated with traveling, dance classes and 
horseback riding in the mountains. When I arrived in 
Quito I didn't know what to expect, and each day that 
passed was an adventure because I never knew what 
lay in store. This was my first time traveling outside of 
my country, much less to a third world nation in South 
America. That is part of the fun: getting out of your 
comfort zone, stepping over boundaries and taking 
each day as it comes. I knew this was an opportunity I 
wanted to make the most of, so I broke down the mental 
barriers and put all negative thoughts aside. 
The key to traveling to a foreign country, or 
anywhere for that matter, is to be open-minded in 
order to fully enjoy a different culture. I saw some of 
the most beautiful and breathtaking sights I have ever 
seen. Being introduced to a completely different way 
of living was exhilarating and a little scary at the same 
time. It gave me a whole new appreciation for the 
lifestyle of which I was accustomed to back home. 
I encountered a society where racism is overtly 
prevalent, and women are considered inferior to men. 
Don't let this deter you or think my trip was ruined — I 
would go back in a heartbeat. 
I was there to learn not just in the classroom, 
but on class outings, weekend excursions as well as 
photos contributed by LAUREN PAIGE WATSON 
spending time with my new friends, classmates and 
the local people. I went to Quito not knowing anyone, 
and I made some amazing friendships that have lasted 
beyond the study abroad program. We still talk today, 
and the laughing hasn't stopped yet! Don't let the fact 
that you don't know someone hinder you from studying 
abroad. Take a chance, make the jump and go on a trip. 
I have always heard that studying and living abroad 
is the best way to learn a language or about a culture 
because you are completely immersed in it. I fully 
support that idea, because it works. 
My trip to Ecuador was absolutely amazing: the 
people, the mountains and landscape, the churches, 
the markets and, of course, the school. Every aspect 
of everyday was impressive. At the end of my trip, my 
Spanish had improved, I had memories and friendships 
that will last a lifetime and I have more than a few 
stories to tell. I have to say, "Mission accomplished!" 
I think studying abroad is something everyone can 
benefit from and should take advantage of if possible, 
whether it is for a month, a semester or a year. It 
broadens your horizons to see a world outside of your 
own and to experience something new. This is not to 
say everything will be sunshine and rainbows. Expect 
to face challenges — embrace them and learn from 
them. Studying abroad is an eye-opening experience 
with a chance to make unforgettable memories. There 
is so much more out there than what we are exposed to 
in our normal everyday lives. 
Does studying outside of a typical classroom 
setting, trying something exotic and exploring a new 
world full of surprises sound good to you? Then take 
my advice: take a chance and go abroad! 
LAUREN PAIGE WATSON is a senior majoring in Animal and 
Veterinary Sciences. Email comments to 
letters@thetigernews.com. 
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Maintaining Unity Amidst 
Political Differences 
$» 
Columnist 
Most of us have a similar experience 
when we first start attending 
Clemson University. We're 
concerned about which of our professors 
will be the most challenging, how many 
absences our 8 a.m. classes allow and 
which dining hall has the best food. 
We complain about how expensive 
our books are, but we always end up 
buying them anyways. We start thinking 
about which organizations we want to get 
involved with during the semester. We 
start praying for a good spot during IPTAY 
ticket distribution. 
And we don't actually notice it, but we 
begin to provide evidence and testimony 
to! the Clemson family. We make friends 
and connections that rightly prove that 
therbireally is something in these hills that 
makes the blood in your veins turn orange. 
But imagine it's 1963. Imagine that in 
order for you to begin coursework, you 
had to obtain a court order that permitted 
your admittance. Imagine that you 
were the very first African American to 
attend Clemson University. 
Fifty years ago, Charleston native 
Harvey B. Gantt made history by doing just 
that. However, Gantt's road to Tigertown 
trumps any of the common challenges 
that we face today: he was oppressed and 
discriminated against, told "no" over and 
over again because of the color of his skin, 
because of where he came from. 
Gantt's success story of achieving 
his dream to become an architect and 
Clemson's realization of the benefits 
of diversity led to the underlying 
welcoming feeling that now embodies 
the Clemson family. 
It shows that despite all of our 
differences, we can come together. It's the 
creed that this nation defines as a motto: E 
pluribus Unum — out of many, one. 
And while the battle for equal 
opportunity may have been won some time 
ago, this year, we as Tigers, face an equally 
divisive force. This November, Americans 
will uphold a tradition dating back to 1789: 
electing a President. 
On the ballot this fall will be a 
president running for reelection on a 
record of progress and a former governor 
championing    the    return    of   American 
economic prosperity. The president who 
claims the Recovery Act, or his stimulus 
plan, helped save the economy, millions of 
jobs and several state budgets, opposes a 
governor who would say that it was no more 
than pointless spending that composed the 
bulk of the stimulus and has only pushed 
our economy further into turmoil. 
November will see a reelection hopeful 
who plans to repeal Don't Ask, Don't 
Tell and who supports gay marriage. The 
governor aims to call for the protection of 
the institution of marriage. 
The election will feature a president who 
signed a healthcare reform law modeled 
after a similar plan that the governor of 
Massachusetts signed into law during his 
term. And while the president may say the 
Affordable Care Act brings returns to the 
investment the American people make, the 
governor will no doubt deny the fact that 
his plan was ever meant to be implemented 
on a national scale. 
The governor will contend that the 
economic policies put in place by this 
president have only made the nation's 
economic and fiscal problems worse and 
that his private sector experience makes 
him a credible source for expertise on how 
to fix the nation's debt crisis. However, 
the governor has to recognize that there 
is a sizeable portion of the electorate that 
will vote for him not because of their 
confidence in him, but simply because he 
is not the president. 
The president will seek to highlight 
the stark differences between himself and 
the governor, to present him as the big 
business loving, fortunate son who thinks 
he can buy his way through politics. He 
will present his record as forward progress 
on the unfulfilled promises he made in 
2008. But it was this president who himself 
said that if the economy wasn't fixed by 
the end of his first term, then he didn't 
deserve a second. 
But stark differences on policy 
are not what are going to turn this 
campaign season into a battle. What will 
challenge this nation and our university 
will be the emotional and personal 
collateral put behind elections. We have 
conservatives on campus that legitimately 
believe a Romney victory is the only 
way for America to retain any resemblance 
of its former glory. We have progressives 
that say that Obama's reelection presents 
the only true way for America to become 
fairer and braver, freer and better. 
President Obama has made mistakes 
while in office, and Governor Romney is 
not a perfect candidate. If we've learned 
anything while at Clemson, besides 
to start your e-portfolio early, it's that 
our differences pale in comparison to 
what unites us. 
Whether a Clemson Tiger be from 
Seattle, Wash., Schenectady, N.Y. or 
Charleston, S.C., whether a Tiger be a 
Republican, Democrat or independent 
whether they are pro-choice or pro-life, 
for gay marriage, against gay marriage, for 
the war in Afghanistan or against the war, 
for big government or small government, 
for cutting spending or raising taxes, 
for legalizing marijuana or stricter laws, 
whether they are black, white, blue, brown, 
yellow or red, we all look the same on 
game day, painted in the orange color that 
signifies the most unbreakable bond we 
share with one another. 
We may have pro-choice members of 
our FCA and Republican members of our 
Gay-Straight Alliance. We may eat lunch 
in Harcombe with forestry majors who 
view the Environmental Protection Agency 
as a governmental power grab and walk 
to class across Trustee Park with nursing 
majors who think universal healthcare is 
a step in the wrong direction. We can do 
this because we know that even though 
elections do matter, we also know that 
no matter what happens in November, 
we can still set our sights on December's 
ACC Championship game. 
It's that pride in our longstanding 
traditions, the determination to protect 
what's ours that will get us through this fall 
election as one family and one Clemson. 
We may participate in spirited debates 
over the candidates and the issues, but 
we shall never let the orange blood on the 
inside boil out. 
Harvey Gantt fought to make Clemson 
equal and open, truer and accepting. His 
bravery and dedication to give back through 
civil service paved the way for the behavior 
we are all called to exhibit. Let's not let 
Gantt's sacrifice, courage and progress be 
erased on the heels of one single vitriolic 
campaign season. That is, after all, what 
sets us apart from our counterparts. Even 50 
years after integration, we are compelled to 
remember the core values of the Clemson 
family: honor, integrity and respect. 
*_ 
SID NIMMONS is a junior majoring in Marketing. 
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com. 
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Pows up, 
A lab technician was arrested in Georgia after being found 
intoxicated and partially nude while two monkeys ran wild 
around the lab. 
A Pennsylvania woman charged with false reports or stealing $206 
worth of items from a hotel blames all crimes on her 
nonexistent twin sister. 
Inspired by the movie "Spaceballs," a Prague-based photographer 
now sells "canned air" from a variety of popular destinations 
including Paris and New York. He claims his product... "relieves 
stress, cures homesickness and helps fighting nostalgia," though it 
may also... "contain traces of Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens 
or Staten Island." 
A New Mexico candy storeowner has cashed in 
on Breaking Bad's popularity by making rock 
candy that looks like crystal meth. 
A Massachusetts store clerk accidentally gave a 
man a different scratch off lottery ticket than he 
asked for, causing him to win $ 1 million. The 
store got $10,000 commission. 
Paws down 
A Utah boy who was thought to have severe congestion actually 
haa a rubber wheel from a toy lodged up his nose 
for three years. 
A Frenchwoman on her way to Paris from Pakistan slept 
eighteen hours through her stop in France and all the way Dack 
to Pakistan completing a 7,700 mile round trip. 
Despite good intentions, two Samaritans from New Jersey 
apprehended the wrong person during a robbery, and the thief 
got away with $400 in cash and a gold chain. 
A 24 year-old Brazilian construction worker not only survived 
after a six-foot metal rod fell and pierced his skull, 
but also said he felt... "no pain, nothing"... at all. 
Authorities in Ukraine are making a move to 
censor kids' shows like "Spongebob Squarepants," 
claiming that children... "laugh out loud and 
repeat nonsense phrases in a brazen manner," after 
exposure to them. That explains America. 
Lack of Religious     • 
Freedom at Vanderbilt! 
rhe Olympics are over. What am I 
ed to do with my lif 
Gossip Girl? 
suppos e now? Watch 
Cobmmust 
What did you think of when you read the 
title of this article? I would imagine 
there would be some surprise, since 
most of you probably have not heard of the issues 
with religious freedom at Vanderbilt University 
in Nashville, Tenn. Some might have a sense of 
disbelief; there is no way that any real breach of 
liberty could occur in the U.S., especially at such 
a well-known and transparent institution ... right? 
The issue is that the policy Vanderbilt is 
enforcing with its student organizations includes 
religious ones. The policy was originally called a 
"non-discrimination" policy but later was termed 
an "all-comers" policy. These policies were put 
in place for an admirable goal of ensuring that 
membership in student organizations was not 
denied based on prejudices and discrimination. 
I think all of us, including members of 
religious organizations, would recognize this as 
a positive purpose. 
However, the problem arises in the fact 
that the policy demands that organizations are 
not allowed to choose their leaders based on a 
certain set of beliefs. In other words, a Christian 
organization would not be able to choose its Bible 
study leaders based on whether they are Christian 
or not. An Islamic Organization would not be 
allowed to choose a leader based on whether he is 
a Muslim or not. 
Now, tell me the truth, does that make sense? 
How can any religious organization freely 
practice its religion without holding certain beliefs 
among its leadership? Most religious groups I 
know would love for anyone to join. Actually, 
that is one purpose of Christian organizations: to 
invite people who aren't Christians, so they can 
see what it is about. So I can't imagine a religious 
group, or a Christian one at least, asserting that 
all of its members believe a certain thing. If they 
do, I believe that they are wrong and exclusive, 
based on what I know of Christianity and the 
person of Jesus Christ. 
However, a religious organization must be able 
to base its leadership on what the person believes. 
That is the identity of a religion. A religion's 
identity rests on what it believes. In order to 
teach the tenets of its religion, the leadership 
of an organization must be in accordance with 
the major points they all believe. Anything else 
would sow conflict and hinder the work each of 
these groups intends to do, which some believe 
is the purpose of this new policy. I don't know 
if I am as paranoid as that, but I do realize that 
there is an injustice being suffered by the students 
of Vanderbilt by the people being entrusted with 
their welfare. And the irony is that the policy that 
is limiting religious freedom was (misguidedly) 
instituted for their welfare. 
I say that the administration of Vanderbilt 
is depriving its students because in response 
to this policy, a group of 11 religious Christian 
organizations has left Vanderbilt's campus. 
This group is called Vanderbilt Solidarity and 
contains FCA, Cru, Navigators and Beta Upsilon 
Chi among others. They will all continue to 
operate, but without the support and freedom 
previously afforded to them by the university, 
which all universities, including Clemson, 
commonly offer. The four I listed are operating 
groups on Clemson's campus, and I mention 
them so you know that these are not unknown 
small groups, but ones with a set of beliefs they 
will not compromise. 
Nor should they. The first amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States of America 
states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof..." I think Vanderbilt University 
and all other institutions under the jurisdiction of 
this Constitution should pay close attention to the 
phrase "prohibiting the free exercise thereof." 
TREY MARTIN is a junior majoring in electrical 
engineering. Email comments to letters@thetigernews. 
com. 
t 
What's a."strumpet?" 
It took 45 minutes to catch a bus, get 
my car and drive to the fast food strip to 
Wendy's. Too bad I forgot there was 
one on campus. 
When I drive downtown, I don't drive as 
much as I dodge freshmen. 
PC's are annoying. 
I hate when people call my 
dialect country." 
Why is the senior discount at Bi-Lo only on 
Wednesdays? 
Why didn't an engineer build us a life-size 
hamster tunnel from our apartment 
to our car? 
Why was the catbus playing "Does your 
chewing gum lose its flavor on the bedpost 
over night?" over the stereo? 
Why haven't the Tillman bells been 
updated to a turntable with a DJ? 
Why does Kansas exist? 
Since when does skimming not count 
as reading?! 
T>0ER 
RANTS 
'Wxm to nannt? Saul yawnr ranats tn» MSnta^T&eTigraJNlniisjnsMnL. 
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amazon student 
GET FREE 
TWO-DAY 
SHIPPING 
JOIN AMAZON 
STUDENT TODAY 
Free Shipping is available with an Amazon Student Prime Membership. 
Volleyball Coach Approaches Big Milestones 
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Fine Tuning: Noonan looks for team to continue progress. Page C3 
A Look Around the ACC Breaking down Clemson's competition. Page C9 
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TIGERS LOOK TO IMPROVE 
— ait an up and dmniZOil — 
KEVIN THOMAS 
STAFF WRITER 
In 2011, the Clemson Tigers football team finished 
10-4 and 6-2 in the ACC. The 6-2 mark was good 
enough to win the ACC Atlantic Division, and the 
Tigers went on to blowout Virginia Tech 38-10 in the 
ACC Championship Game. This gave the program 
its first ACC Championship in 20 years. Clemson 
finished the season on a rough note, however, as they 
were throttled by West Virginia by a score of 70-33 in 
the Orange Bowl. 
The 2012 version of the Clemson Tigers are ranked 
No. 14 in the preseason polls and have the potential 
to be one of the best in years. The Tigers return with 
experienced players on both sides of the ball. Clemson 
will have a great chance of contending for the ACC 
Championship again this season and possibly even 
the National Championship if all goes well. 
The Tigers are loaded this season on the offensive 
side of the ball, and they will look to put up a ton of 
points. They return seven starters to an offense that 
was one of the best in the country last season, and 
they look to be even more explosive in year two under 
Offensive Coordinator Chad Morris' system. 
A possible weak spot could be the loss of three 
starters from the offensive line. However, they return 
All-ACC first team selection Dalton Freeman at cen- 
ter along with Brandon Thomas, who moves out to 
the left tackle spot after taking over the starting job 
at left guard midseason last year. The other projected 
starters are sophomore David Beasley at left guard, 
junior Tyler Shatley at right guard and redshirt fresh- 
man Shaq Anthony at right tackle. Shatley, who is 
see IMPROVE page C5 
CLEMSON ATHLETES SHINE IN THE OLYMPICS 
CODY HANKS 
STAFF WRITER 
Last Sunday, the 30th Olympic Games 
wrapped up in London, and as many Ameri- 
cans were proud to see, the United States came 
out on top of the medal count. The United 
States outscored China and Great Britain, who 
placed second and third in the count, respec- 
tively. However, all Clemson Tigers should 
take pride in Clemson track and field mem- 
bers Marlena Wesh, who represented Haiti, 
and Warren Fraser, who represented the Baha- 
mas. Fraser represented Clemson very well in 
the 100-meter dash in London this year. His 
time of 10.18 seconds in the 100-meter dash 
preliminaries at the NCAA Championships in 
June qualified Fraser for the A Standard of 
the Olympics. However, his time of 10.27 sec- 
onds in London awarded the Clemson athlete 
a fourth place finish. 
Wesh qualified by running her personal best 
of 51.43 seconds in the ACC finals 400-meter 
dash. After placing third in the first round of 
the 400-meter with a time of 51.98 seconds,' 
Wesh finished eighth in the semifinals with a 
time of 52.49 seconds, placing her 19th over- 
all. Wesh also went for the 200-meter dash but 
scratched in the first round. 
The experience each athlete gained in Lon- 
don will help them in their upcoming senior 
seasons. A quote from Wesh's blog on Clem- 
sonTigers.com during the Olympics read, 
"At the end of the day, I honestly can't com- 
plain. I came, I saw and I conquered, and now 
I have the experfence and know what it's going 
to take in 2016. Another great advantage of 
being here is now the NCAA Championships 
will be just another track meet. Once you're on 
a stage with close to a million people watch- 
ing, you'll laugh at the stages with close to a 
thousand. In all, this was definitely the boost 
I needed. No national championship, ACC 
championship or any other honor will ever ac- 
cumulate to what it means to be an Olympian. 
I have so many doors open for me right now, 
and that is the most exciting part. I have so 
many people that look up to me now and ad- 
mire me." 
Several Clemson alumni also qualified and 
competed this year in London. Former Tiger 
George' Kitchens reached the A Standard in 
the long jump at the US Olympic trials on 
June 24 with a distance of 26-feet-l 1-inches. 
Patricia Mamona, also a former Tiger and two- 
time NCAA champion, qualified for the triple 
jump with an A Standard score from an event 
in 2011. 
Although no current or former Tigers took 
home a gold medal this year in London, you 
can rest assured that these athletes, and hope- 
fully more, will return to the Olympics in Rio 
in 2016. 
ROBBIE TINSLEY 
sports editor 
Is college football really worth all this > 
trouble? After a season last year that gave 
us yet another farcical "national champi- 
onship," an offseason followed that was 
enduring to the point of fatigue. 
Since Alabama walked off the field in 
New Orleans with crystal ball in tow, de- 
spite a 1-1 record against the LSU team 
they just defeated, an offseason followed 
that was full of all the wrong things 
about college football. From the Jerry 
Sandusky trial to the academic scandal at 
University of North Carolina to confer- 
ence realignment to a proposed playoff 
system that might cause more problems 
than it solves to a large portion of student 
athletes in the southeast getting a case of 
"let's-all-get-kicked-off-the-team"-itis,we 
can only thank Bobby Petrino for being 
mired in a scandal that was hilarious. 
It really has left us with the eternal 
question that pops up in any sports fan's 
head every once in a while: "why do we 
do it?" Why do we invest time and en- 
ergy in a league where the players aren't 
paid, the coaches will forgo their ethics 
and their responsibility to their players 
and university to win a game, and the 
NCAA selectively enforce those who 
cheat? 
Well, for a start, that's how being a 
sports fan usually work. It's an imperfect 
system where you have to take the bad 
to appreciate the good, even when door 
number one opens a lot more than door 
number two. Players, coaches, manage- 
ment and sometimes even teams come 
and go. Fans endure the change and 
often stay the course, and the ones that 
do often get more enjoyment out of their 
teams' success. 
Look back at Clemson last year dur- 
ing their 8-0 start. The town was buzzing 
at the thought of a return to prominence 
in the national spodight, largely in part 
to a decade or two adrift on the Sea of 
Irrelevance. Despite the rocky finish to 
the season, there are still a lot of Clemson 
fans that attended the ACC Champi- 
onship game in Charlotte where they 
watched in delight as their Tigers won 
their first conference championship since 
1991. 
Now I'm sure that freshmen who 
didn't follow Clemson sports before last 
year enjoyed the success of the football 
team. However, for the fans that suf- 
fered through the 90s, suffered through 
the inconsistency of the last decade, suf- 
fered through the season before last after 
relative success the year before, it was just 
that much more special to both be seem- 
ingly paid back for years, maybe decades, 
of disappointment, and to see how far 
the team had come from those times. As 
a fan, there is no better feeling than being 
pleasantly surprised. Pure success is very 
see WORTH IT page C3 
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UPCOMING 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Friday 8/31 
Clemson Invitational 6 p.m. 
Clemson, S.C. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Friday 8/31 
vs. Charlotte 6:30 p.m. 
Clemson, S.C. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Friday 8/31 
# Indiana 7 p.m. 
Bloomington, |n"d. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Saturday 9/01 
vs. UT-Chatt. 10:30 a.m. 
Clemson, S.C. 
FOOTBALL 
Saturday 9/01 
vs. Auburn 7 p.m 
Atlanta, Ca. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Saturday 9/01 
# South Carolina 
Columbia, S.C. 
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The Clemson men's soccer team enters their 
third season under Coach Mike Noonan after 
a resilient 2011 campaign that saw the team 
bounce back from a 3-7 start to finish 8-8- 
2, just missing out on a berth in the NCAA 
Tournament. 
One of the main sources of optimism comes 
from the fact that only two major contributors 
to last years second half comeback are no lon- 
ger with the team. Midfielder Keegan Priest 
graduated, and top-scorer Brynjar Benedikts- 
son chase to remain at home in Iceland: Coach 
Noonan is quick to remind people that there 
is still plenty of work to do for the Tigers. 
"It's always gratifying to finish on an up- 
swing, but big picture, we still weren't where 
we needed to be," said Noonan. "I think the 
season showed progression, but no one really 
feels as if we have accomplished anything yet." 
For those who saw a lot of the Tigers' games 
last year, the team's improvement was very no- 
ticeable after their sluggish start against No. 1 
Maryland on the Tigers' Senior Night. 
The top-ranked Terrapins were up a goal 
and a man at the half thanks to a red card 
issued to Clemson midfielder Jack Metcalf 
for a rash tackle that was both late and high. 
Clemson bounced back in the second half 
with two goals, one on a Benediktsson penalty 
and one with five minutes to play on Phanuel 
Kavita's first collegiate goal. 
It would be easy to point at that game as the 
turning point, but Noonan attributes most of 
the turnaround to a mindset change after a 
couple of team suspensions for off-field issues, 
as well as a tactical shift to move freshman 
Bastian Barco-Duverger to play alongside Ka- 
vita. This move allowed Stockinger to move 
into his preferred midfield spot. 
"We had an internal issue within the team, 
discipline wise, and the leadership of the team 
son of took on shape after that incident. Some 
of our younger players made some poor deci- 
sions along with one upperclassman, but when 
we dismissed the upperclassman and suspend- 
ed some talented young players, people under- 
stood that this really is not up to anyone else, 
but ourselves. 
"We took a risk with Bastian and to be 
fair to him, he did a fantastic job. One day 
he thinks he's going to be redshirting, and 
the next he's starting in defense against East 
Tennessee. Moving Alex into the midfield 
allowed us to solidify that position, and that 
really helped going into the Boston College 
game. All the confidence from those results 
brought us to the Maryland game, where we 
managed to beat the No. I team with ten men 
for over 70 minutes. After that, we knew there 
was nothing stopping us that we could not 
handle," said Noonan. 
With such a strong returning core to the 
team, it is no surprise that a lot of spots on 
the team sheet fill themselves for Noonan, 
starting from the back with captain and ju- 
nior goalkeeper Cody Mizell, and including a 
strong spine of the defense. 
"He's been a staple there for us for the last 
two years. He continues to develop not only in 
goal but in his leadership skills and his com- 
munication skills. 
Phanuel Kavita would be in the center of 
defense. He was a true freshman last year and 
he played in every minute of every game. They 
were talking about Sammy Watkins and the 
unbelievable things he did for the football 
team last year, but we had a freshman that 
had as big of an impact on our team in Pha- 
nuel. Franklin Blaise is coming off a major 
hip injury, so that's a concern, but if he can 
be healthy, we can pair him in the back with 
Kavita, with Mizell in goal and Stockinger 
in front of defense; that's a great core of the 
defense that can make it very tough for other 
teams," Noonan said. 
Seniors Austin Savage and Bo Godwin and 
junior Jack Metcalf are other returning play- 
ers that look certain for heavy action. Savage 
will play in attack for the Tigers, and is hoping 
that an injury-free offseason will lead to more 
goals in his farewell season. Godwin may not 
start for the Tigers, according to Noonan, but 
he's one of those players that will play his way 
into a starting role by the end of the season. 
Metcalf was the talisman of that run towards 
the end of the season, despite his misstep 
against Maryland. The high-energy midfield- 
er from Liverpool looks likely to continue his 
lively role at the forefront of Noonan's plans. 
Despite the strong returning players, Noon- 
an still has his eyes on a group of newcomers 
who look likely to play a major role through- 
out the year. Kyle Fisher and John Cejka are 
defenders from the Greenville area that have 
impressed the coach during the preseason. In 
midfield, Richie Robinson and Paul Clowes 
played big roles during the preseason and have 
the blueprint to continue right way with Rob- 
inson's athleticism and Clowes's experience 
and background with the Manchester City 
F.C. Academy. Up top, Andy Anglade will 
provide some pace and dynamic ability that 
Clemson has not seen since Dane Richards, 
while creative midfielders TJ Casner, Preston 
Gayton and Manolo Sanchez, a transfer from 
Louisville, will provide some teeth to an at- 
tack that loses Benediktsson's lethality in 
front of goal. 
Winger Amadou Dia's future remains in 
limbo after his May arrest for marijuana pos- 
session, but Noonan says the sophomore is 
still in his plans, despite not knowing exactly 
what his future holds. 
"He's back with us training right now. He 
got through the summer and is able to put 
that legal issue behind him. We may ease him 
into a scrimmage, but he still has ramifica- 
tions once the school year starts. He's still got 
some hurdles to jump before we see him in an 
actual game," 
All in all, it is very easy to see the progress 
from the "reconstruction" project that Noon- 
an undertook when he arrived just over two 
years ago, but the coach admits there is still a 
long way to go before he is even close to satis- 
fied. 
"I think we're about as far away as the 
builders are from building the indoor practice 
facility for the football team. We've put the 
foundation ia place, and we've got some of the 
beams in place, but we've still got to put the 
roof on and we've got to make sure the interior 
has the things we need. We've still got a ways 
to go, there's no doubt about it, but I like parts 
we have in place so far." 
"The foundation starts with the culture of 
the team. Yeah, we had an issue with Ama- 
dou, and we had issues last year. You're always 
going to have that when you're dealing with 
college students. But we have gone from me 
spending 80 percent of my time dealing with 
off-field issues and 20 percent I'm dealing 
with soccer, to now spending 20 percent with 
off-field stuff and 80 percent with soccer." 
"We're making progress and that's what gets 
you up in the morning and keeps you excited 
in what you're doing. There's still work to do 
though, once the foundation and the build- 
ing gets up, that's when the carpentry and the 
fine-tuning starts." 
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,JJfaf" SAVE THE TOWER 
clemson.edu/ciemson counts 
WORTH XI frontpage Cl 
nice, I would assume, but upsets, Cin< 
ella seasons and comeback stories are really 
what make being a fan great. 
Hopefully that is what we are facing in 
college football this year. After some disap- 
pointing times, a season full of good sur- 
prises, culminating with a National Cham- 
pionship game that does not feature two 
teams that had played two months before 
would be a real shot in the arm. 
Even if there is controversy, even if the 
powers reign supreme and the clock strikes 
midnight on Cinderella too soon once 
again, it will just be nice to see some col- 
lege football news that is better suited for 
SportsCenter than Outside the Lines. It is 
almost criminal that we devote so much 
time and energy to a sport that only gives 
us 14 to 15 days of unbridled happiness, but 
at leastfhose two weeks of wonderment are 
finally here. 
Is it worth it? Of course, it's worth it. 
Sometimes it's just hard to see that during 
the doldrums of Offseason. But when the 
grills get fired up and the car flags start fly- 
ing and bottle openers start getting more of 
a workout than pencils and pens, it is crys- 
tal clear why we do this. 
781 RICHLAND ROAD 
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29672 
Online rates start at $15 for Mon-Fri and $17 for Sat-Sun 
Just book online at: 
WWW.OCONEECOLIMTRYCHJB.COM 
Just 11 short miles from Campus!!! 
Take S Carolina 93 S/Walter P Cox Blvd 
to S Carolina 28W/US 123 S, drive 8.6 
miles and the course is on the right- 
hand side of the road. 
RADWANSK1 LOOKS FOR 
SECOND YEAR SOCCESS 
AARON RANSDELL 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The Tiger Sports: How would you 
describe your coaching style? 
Eddie Radwanski: I would like to 
think that it is a positive approach try- 
ing to bring the best out of them and 
I think that comes from coaching and 
giving players confidence and belief 
and the trust to do things and within 
that framework. You're trying to build 
a family and a team. Focusing on a 
common goal, that's "really the main 
objective in bringing people together 
so that they enjoy playing together and 
enjoy being around each other. It's try- 
ing to bring the best out of everyone. 
TTS: What type of expectations or 
goals do you have for your team this 
season? 
ER: Well each season differs, and 
we just actually spoke about them as a 
group. For me personally, I have differ- 
ent goals, long-term and short-term. 
Big picture-wise, since this is our sec- 
ond year, I'm looking for progress. I'm 
more concerned about building the 
foundation and creating all the good 
habits and laying the bricks for a good 
foundation. I'm expecting see a better 
brand of soccer, more consistency, bet- 
ter defending and more focus. When 
you do these things, that typically re- 
sults in a better performance. When 
we get into the ACC this year, one of 
the things I would say is to be more 
consistent with our performance, so 
we can get some results to go our way. 
TTS: What would you say is the 
biggest challenge in notching the 
team's first ACC win? 
ER: The biggest challenge is prob- 
ably just between the ears. It's the men- 
tal part. We are more than capable of 
doing it: not just one but more. We 
should have done it last year to be 
honest. We have talked about it, but 
really the focus is on what it is going to 
take to win in the conference: defend- 
ing as a unit, being committed to one 
another, doing the right things on and 
off the field. All of these little things. 
If we show up and we can check off 
those things, we are going to be in a 
really good position. 
TTS: Last year, your team outshot 
opponents, yet failed to score goals. 
What have you been doing as a team 
to fix that? 
ER: One of the kids that had a good 
year for us was Liska Dobberstein. Lis- 
ka had a lot of chances to score. Not 
just Liska but the team as a whole. 
Last year we only scored six goals in 
conference play ... and we conceded 
31. That's not very good. So, this year 
we're talking about if we cut the goals 
50 percent? And on scoring, can we 
increase? Can we double it? It starts 
in the spring. I chatted with Liska and 
talked to her about really valuing those 
chances and opportunities when you 
get them and putting them away. It 
starts in practice. It's a mentality thing. 
I thought she had a really good spring 
in doing that, and in the preseason 
I think she's had a really good start. 
Now, we also get Tabitha Padgett back 
from a redshirt, and her and Liska 
complement each other and play off 
of each other. They are great for each 
other. I think the team is conscious of 
the fact, that when chances arise that 
we need to take advantage of it. It's a 
professional approach. Honesuy, we 
need to use the nonconference part of 
the season to work on that. 
TTS: What players do you expect to 
step up and become leaders? 
ER: Leadership comes different 
ways. I'm expecting Liska; I think she 
can bring a lot to our team and Savan- 
nah Coiner, who is coming back as a 
sophomore. I like Savannah's approach 
how she has come back because it has 
brought a positive lift to the team. You 
want your seniors to come back like 
Heather Marik and Maddy Elder; two 
of those are captains. Tabitha is going 
to help the team because of the Way 
she competes. And we even have the 
freshmen who are going to come in 
and help the team. For us, it is a col- 
lective effort. And thus far, we have 
liked what we have seen and how we 
have evolved. One of the first things is 
what are the best combos? Who plays 
where? Things like that that we don't 
know yet, but it is a good problem to 
have. 
TTS: What is the biggest advan- 
tage coming into your second year of 
coaching at Clemson as opposed to 
your first year? 
ER: Besides the fact that I've been 
around the block ... For me, it's just 
that fact that I have a better feel of the 
players returning. When I showed 
up last year, I got to spend time with 
players in the spring, but I like to get 
to know people. Not just the soccer 
side, but the student side, the person 
side, the family side. I have an advan- 
tage this year because the new kids 
coming, I recruited them, so I know 
them, and I know their families and 
I know something about their per- 
sonalities. And I know our returning 
players. I can have banter with them; 
it really goes a long way. Last year was 
kind of an observation season where 
I trusted them in certain areas. Last 
year I trusted the team to come back 
to the season physically prepared... 
they weren't. This year, we're a litde'bit 
better. It's not where we're in a posi- 
tion that I think we need to be, but 
we certainly made an improvement 
from last year. Just the fact that I'm 
more familiar with my surroundings, 
I'm familiar with the people in our 
group and our family, and it will help 
us going forward. 
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moving to the offensive line after receiving substantial playing 
time at the defensive tackle position for the past couple of sea- 
sons, received high praise from the coaches during spring practice 
and is expected to be a solid player on the line this year. Gifford 
Timothy was the supposed starter at right tackle until he went 
down with a knee injury a few weeks ago. Timothy should return 
to full health soon, but it is still to be determined if he can go for 
Auburn. Do not be surprised if true freshmen Isaiah Battle and 
Joe Gore make pushes during the summer to become the starting 
tackles, as they have the size and athletic ability to be able to man 
those positions. 
At tight end, Brandon Ford is expected to fill the big shoes left 
by Mackey Award winner and All-ACC first teamer Dwayne Al- 
len. Last year in his first full season at the position, Ford showed 
great potential and was a key contributor. He should have a 
breakout season this year for the Tigers. Redshirt freshman Stan- 
ton Seckinger has been outplayed at camp and has moved into the 
backup role behind Ford. 
At running back, the Tigers return All-ACC second team and 
1,000-yard rusher Andre Ellington as the starter. Ellington was 
rumored by some to be considering joining the NFL draft after 
last season, but instead, he decided to return for one more year 
with the Tigers, much to the delight of Chad Morris. Depth 
could be an issue at the running back position after Mike Bellamy 
was recently ruled academically ineligible for the fall. D.J. How- 
ard or Roderick McDowell will now have to take on the role of 
the second-team back. True freshman Zac Brooks is someone to 
look out for at this position. Brooks enrolled early and practiced 
with the team throughout the spring, receiving rave reviews about 
his speed and strength. 
Wide receiver is probably the deepest of all the positions on 
this Clemson roster, and it is one of the best wide receiving corps 
in the country. The Tigers return a plethora of players to throw 
to, including last year's freshman sensation, Sammy Watkins. 
Watkins was a first-team Ail-American and had over 1,000 yards 
receiving. He rewrote the Clemson record books in his first sea- 
son on campus. Watkins is suspended for the first two games of 
the season due to a run-in with the law last spring but is ex- 
pected to play against Furman in the third game of the season. 
Near 1,000-yard receiver DeAndre Hopkins also returns along 
with Jaron Brown, who is an underrated element of the receiving 
core that usually succeeds in third-down situations. Clemson also 
expects big things this season from Martavis Bryant and Charone 
Peake. Bryant and Peake both showed flashes of brilliance last 
season, and Bryant will be expected to provide a vertical threat for 
the coming season. True freshman Germone Hopper is an electric 
player who could receive substantial playing time this season if he 
adds weight to his slight frame. 
At QB, the Tigers return All-ACC first-team and record-set- 
ting quarterback Tajh Boyd. Boyd threw for over 3,000 yards in 
his first season as the starter and has noticably slimmed down over 
the spring. He will attempt to become more of a threat running 
the ball this season, as well as continued excellence in the passing 
game. Boyd finished with 33 touchdowns through the air last 
season and 38 total, which was an ACC record. True freshman 
Chad Kelly is a heralded recruit who enrolled in school in the 
summer. Kelly is expected to compete for the backup quarterback 
job with sophomore Cole Stoudt, and it is rumored that Morris 
will implement some packages specifically designed to get Kelly 
into the game and give the defense a different look. Kelly is very 
athletic and could pose a threat to opposing defenses this season. 
On defense, the Tigers return seven starters from last year's 
squad. The much-malingned Kevin Steele gives way to first-year 
Defensive Coordinator Brent Venables comes to Clemson from 
Oklahoma, and he will look to improve the defense after last 
year's disappointing season on that side of the ball. 
Clemson has to replace three starters from last season's defen- 
sive line. The Tigers will start Malliciah Goodman and Corey 
Crawford at the defensive end spots, Grady Jarrett at the nose 
guard position and either Deshawn Williams or Josh Watson at 
defensive tackle. All of these players have potential to have big 
seasons, and Venables will need at least a couple of them to do so. 
True freshmen D.J. Reader and Carlos Watkins could contribute 
on the line this season. 
The Tigers return three starters at linebacker and anotfier play- 
er who started three games last season. At this point, the projected 
starters are Quandon Christian at SAM, Stephone Anthony at 
MIKE and Tig Willard or Corico Hawkins at WILL. Anthony 
played well in his freshman season, and the coaches are expect- 
ing big things from him this season. He has the size and speed to 
make plays over the entire field. Sophomores Lateek Townsend 
and Tony Steward could make big impacts this season for the Ti- 
gers. Townsend could be a big asset rushing the passer this season. 
Steward is recovering from ACL surgery but should be ready for 
the start of the new season. 
In the secondary, a lot of veterans return for Clemson. Darius 
Robinson and Bashaud Breeland are currently slated to start at 
the cornerback positions. Both Robinson and Breeland started 
some last season, and they both showed their ability to lockdown 
receivers. The safety spots are still up in the air at the moment, 
with either Jonathan Meeks or Rashard Hall starting at strong 
safety, and either Xavier Brewer or Hall starting at free safety. 
Meeks is a big hitter who can help in run support. Brewer is mov- 
ing from corner to safety and will look to provide some better 
coverage from the safety spot than what was seen in the past year. 
Hall is a graduate student who had a team high 89 tackles last 
season. He played most of the year with a knee injury that slowed 
him at times but underwent surgery in the offseason, and he 
should be good to go in the fall. Cortez Davis a player that could 
really surprise some people this season. Davis is a monster for 
the corner position, measuring at 6-foot-3. True freshman Travis 
Blanks enrolled early and was said to be pushing for the starting 
nickelback position and could make a big impact this year. The 
Tigers may be without the services of Martin Jenkins this year as 
he looks destined for a redshirt season after long-running injuries 
to his groin and hip. 
On special teams, Clemson returns second-team All-ACC 
kicker Chandler Catanzaro. Catanzaro connected on 22 of 27 
field goals and led the ACC in scoring last season. Punting for the 
Tigers is projected to be Spencer Benton, but freshman Bradley 
Pinion is right on his tail. Hopkins will be returning punts again 
this season. Last year, the Tigers mostly fair caught punts, but this 
year they will look for more opportunities for big returns. The 
explosive Watkins will be returning kicks again this year, along 
with Bryant. Both players have the ability to take it to the house 
every time. 
Dabo Swinney is back for his fourth full season as Clemson's 
head coach. He has a record of 29-19 overall and 19-10 in ACC 
play thus far. Swinney has two of the highest-paid and best coor- 
dinators in the country on his staff now, and he will be looking to 
build off of last season's ACC title. There is definite potential for 
this to be a special season where the Blue Ridge yawns its great- 
ness, as long as they play to their ability. The question remains, as 
always in Clemson: will they? 
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PAYTON SHIVER 
STAFF WRITER 
The 2012 volleyball season be- 
gins with high expectations and big 
goals for the Clemson Tigers. Last 
season ended with the Tigers finish- 
ing 5th in the conference, but this 
year's team was predicted a third- 
place finish by the ACC coaches. 
"I like where we are projected, 
and I think that we are in the mix," 
Head Coach Jolene Hoover said of 
her athletes. "I like where we are, I 
like who we return, and we re very 
excited about this year. The team 
really wants to win another ACC 
title. ... They want to get in the 
NCAAs and see how far they can 
Coach Hoover is headed into 
her 20th year as head coach of the 
Clemson volleyball team. Not only 
is this a big mile marker, but she is 
also two wins away from her 400th 
victory at Clemson and a mere nine 
wins shy of her 500th career win. 
"You know it's funny, because the 
years just accumulate on you. You 
just keep working. You have teams 
and you just keep going forward, so 
20 kind of sneaks up on you. I've 
been really, really blessed to have 
some great athletes and some great 
staff, so they all contribute," said 
Coach Hoover 
Hoovers former starters and 
decorated ACC athletes are also her 
assistant coaches. Jodi Welp is go- 
ing into her eighth season as assis- 
tant and this will be the second for 
Kelsey Murphy. 
"I've been really, really fortunate 
to have them. They understand the 
goals, they understand the culture, 
they understand what we're trying 
to do here. In that regard, it feels 
like when you start with the staff, 
you start a few years down the road 
because you have that luxury of his- 
tory together. They love the pro- 
gram, they love Clemson, so that 
makes me feel good." 
Working with her former ath- 
letes, going into her 20th season, 
and being a forerunner in the battle 
for the ACC title, one would expect 
Coach Hoover to feel like this sea- 
son is much more important than 
those prior. The real reason this sea- 
son feels so significant to Hoover? 
".. The goals [the team] want to 
attain. I think this group has just 
missed the" NCAAs the last couple 
years. They were in it their fresh- 
man year, they just missed it the 
last two years, and they seem to be 
just very focused in on a mission. So 
I think it's making the season seem 
very important." 
Seven starters are returning to 
the court this fall. Three 2011 AU- 
ACC Selection seniors will lead the 
Tigers in their fight for the title: 
Serenat Yaz, Sandra Adeleye and 
No. 2 in the ACC for blocks per set, 
Alexa Rand. The chemistry, desire 
to win and sheer talent of these lead- 
ers must come together seamlessly if 
this team wants a championship. 
"I think they've done a great job 
with leadership and blending the 
team together. It seems like every- 
one is really excited and on the same 
page now," said Hoover. "The test is 
going to be when we are challenged, 
or if we do lose one we shouldn't 
have, or drop a tough one. You 
know we've got to keep staying to- 
gether. I have all the confidence in 
the world that we will, but those are 
the tough parts for teams is when 
things don't go how you want them 
to go, how will you respond?" 
The team's response will be big 
for the Tigers this fall. Florida State, 
North Carolina, Duke and Miami 
have all been named as strong con- 
tenders for the ACC title. Clemson 
will face each of these teams In 
regular season play. If the stellar of- 
fense from our returners continues, 
the only speed bump along the road 
to the title will be defense. 
"The conference is very strong 
this year. I think the similarities 
with all those teams are they all 
have a lot of good offensive players. 
So we're going to need to definitely 
match that and we're going to have 
to be strong defensively. We're prob- 
ably one of the top blocking teams 
in the league, so that will help us. 
So if we can pick up maybe a few 
more deflections and a few more 
digs in the back court, that will help 
tremendously. But we're going have 
to play some defense," said Coach 
Hoover. 
Hoover and her team know their 
goals, they know what they want, 
and they know it's not going to be 
easy. 
"Its still going to be really com- 
petitive. The top four or five [ACC] 
teams have a lot of veterans as well. 
It's going be a dogfight." 
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As the 2012 college football season arrives, Clemson 
will be making an all-too-familiar trip down 1-85 for 
their opener with the Auburn Tigers in the Georgia 
Dome in Atlanta. This will be the rubber match between 
these teams as both won the home part of their home- 
and-home the past two years, Clemson will be looking to 
break their recent voodoo in Georgia's capital city. 
Since winning the Peach Bowl over Tennessee shortly 
into 2004, Clemson has gone to Atlanta six times, com- 
ing back with nothing to show for their efforts, including 
two trips to the Georgia Dome, a 23-20 loss to Auburn in 
the 2007 Chick-fil-A Bowl followed up by a disappoint- 
ing 24 point loss to Alabama in 2008, despite a top-ten 
ranking coming into the season. Clemson will have more 
than enough motivation to avenge their recent "A-Town 
Down"-ward trend. 
As for Auburn, the team is no stranger to the spotlight 
in Atlanta. Apart from their win over Clemson in 2007, 
they have also had successful trips for the SEC Cham 
pionship there in 2010 and the Chick-fil-A Bowl in 
Georgia Dome this past season. 
THE TIGER NEWS 
ROBBIE TINSLEY 
SPORTS EDITOR 
1. With Sammy Watkins out of the lineup 
against Auburn, who will Clemson lean on 
to catch the ball in the clutch for Tajh Boyd? 
You'll definitely see Tajh Boyd look De- 
Andre Hopkins' way more often as he did 
in the North Carolina game last year when 
Sammy was dinged up. Hopkins might have 
the best hands on the team, and I think a lot 
of Clemson fans think that he's overlooked 
in the media spotlight. Outside of Hopkins, 
look for sophomores Martavis Bryant and 
Charone Peake to have an increased role with 
the absence of Watkins. Bryant is more of 
a deep threat, while Peake has a little more 
bulk and is more of a possession receiver. 
2. With last season's 70-33 loss to West 
Virginia, is Clemson using that as motivation 
to prove that was a fluke or has this team put 
it behind them? 
I think it's a bit of both. I think the de- 
fense is definitely using it as motivation and 
it's giving them a little bit of a chip on their 
shoulder, but at the same time, they won't 
want to dwell on that defeat. I think it's prob- 
ably more motivation than anything and not 
just for the defense but for the entire team 
because all they have heard in the offseason 
are questions about that game. 
3. What can fans expect from Clem- 
son's defense this season, after losing Andre 
Branch and hiring Brent Venables as the new 
defensive coordinator? 
To be honest, no one is really sure. I think 
everyone really likes what Venables brings 
to the table, but we won't really know how 
well the defense his adapted until the ball is 
snapped on Sept. 1. The best thing we have 
heard is that the defense is a lot simpler than 
it was under Steele, whom most agreed was 
excessively complicated with his pre-snap 
game of charades he had the defense play. 
With Venables, you will hopefully see a lot 
less missed assignments, but it's still a young 
defense, especially in the front seven. 
Auburn Player to Watch: Corey Lemonier 
DE. Clemson is going to debut a new pair 
of offensive tackles and if Lemonier can take 
advantage of that, he can make Tajh Boyd's 
night very difficult and throw a wrench into 
Clemson's offensive machine, much like NC 
State did in Raleigh last year. 
Clemson Player to Watch: Brandon Ford 
TE. Dwayne Allen jumped to the pros, and 
at times last year he played a massive role in 
that Clemson offense. We have heard great 
things about the converted wide receiver in 
Ford. If he can provide one more body for 
Auburn to focus on, it will provide another 
hole in the field for the offense to utilize. 
Prediction: Clemson 31 - Auburn 27 
THE HAIN$M*N 
ANDREW YAWN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
1. After Gus Malzahn bolted for Arkan- 
sas State, what is everyone's general feeling 
on new offensive coordinator Scot Loeffler 
and his new more-traditional style offense? 
So far, Auburn fans seem optimistic of 
Loeffler's offensive system. It's more pro- 
style and is based more on reading defenses 
than tricking or outrunning therrr. Plus, 
the list of quarterbacks he has trained is im- 
pressive. The guy helped make Tim Tebow 
the nation's most efficient passer in 2009, 
so that's got to give anybody optimism, es- 
pecially because of Auburn's quandary at 
quarterback since Cam Newton left. 
2. New defensive coordinator Brian Van 
Gorder has some shiny toys to play with 
that Loeffler might not. Is it safe to say 
that Auburn will have to lean on its defense 
early in the season? 
Well the defense and offense are in the 
same place as far as learning all new sys- 
tems from extremely detailed-oriented 
coaches. The defense does have a bit more 
veteran leadership in senior linebacker 
Darren Bates, junior linebacker Jake Hol- 
land and junior defensive end Corey Lem- 
onier, a Bronko Nagurski Trophy and Ted 
Hendricks Award watch list pick. 
3. It seems as if Auburn is in an arms 
race in the SEC West with power teams like 
LSU, Alabama, Arkansas and maybe even 
Texas A&M. How big of a worry is it for 
Auburn that they could start to lag behind 
those teams, especially LSU and Alabama, 
and how much pressure is on Gene Chizik 
to make sure that doesn't happen? 
There's always pressure in the SEC. I 
could tell you that they're probably wor- 
ried about falling behind those teams, but 
Gene Chizik doesn't think that way. In his 
mind, his team has the ability to win every 
time it steps on the field. Obviously LSU 
and Alabama are the favorites, but Auburn 
sees the team as a bit of a dark horse this 
season. 
Auburn: Sophomore running back Tre 
Mason: everyone knows what a threat On- 
terio McCalebb is, but Mason is going to 
be getting the majority of the carries from 
what it sounds like. In addition to being a 
fallback option if the passing game sputters 
out, Mason led the SEC in kickoff return 
yards per attempt last year among players 
with at least one attempt per game. 
Clemson: Tajh Boyd. He torched Au- 
burn last season for almost 400 yards and 
the Auburn secondary, while talented, is 
still young and getting used to making 
calls from the back. 
Prediction: Auburn 27 - Clemson 17 
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BRYAN DOHERTY 
STAFF WRITER 
For years, fan bases across the realm 
of college football have snickered at 
and insulted the ACC for its perfor- 
mance. However, as John Belushi 
asked in Animal House, "Was it over 
when the Germans bombed Pearl 
Harbor?" 2012 provides a new shot at 
redemption for the ACC after 201 l's 
disappointing outcome for the confer- 
ence. 
The ACC was given their first at- 
large BCS bid in 2011 with Virginia 
Tech's selection for the Sugar Bowl. 
However, the Hokies' overtime loss to 
Michigan, as well as another loss for 
the ACC in their allotted BCS Bowl, 
which shall not be revisited, pushed 
the league's overall mark to 2-13 since 
the system's inception in 1998. 
What awaits the ACC in 2012? 
That depends on your half-full, half- 
empty philosophy. Florida State begins 
the year ranked No. 7 in both major 
polls with Clemson entering at No. 14 
in both polls. Joining the two Atlan- 
tic Division heavyweights is Virginia 
Tech, who is No. 16 in the AP Poll 
and No. 20 in the coaches'. With three 
preseason top 20 teams, the ACC gar- 
ners some respect for the top of their 
league, with Georgia Tech, North 
Carolina State and Virginia receiving 
some votes as well. 
The Coastal Division of the ACC 
brings the best contest, with three 
teams reasonably vying for the divi- 
sion title. Virginia Tech again enters 
the season as the division favorite with 
Logan Thomas back at quarterback, 
accounting for the loss of David Wil- 
son out of the backfield, as well as four 
starting offensive linemen. The silver 
lining for the Hokies may be the de- 
fense (again), which returns nine start- 
ers from the nation's No. 10 defense 
a year ago, including eight juniors or 
seniors. 
The team that may pose the big- 
gest threat to Virginia Tech is the one 
who is the only other team to win the 
division since its creation: Georgia 
Tech. Despite a relatively unimpres- 
sive 2011 season, the Yellow Jackets 
return fifteen starters, including their 
entire offensive line and all three parts 
of Coach Paul Johnson's triple-option 
attack. They also advantageously play 
Maryland, as opposed to the Hokies' 
Florida State game. With that said, 
the Yellow Jackets do open the year in 
Blacksburg in a game that could have 
tiebreaker ramifications down the line. 
Given the Yellow Jackets' historical of- 
fensive struggles against teams that 
have a lengthy period of prep time, 
they could very well start off on the 
wrong foot. 
After that comes Virginia and 
Coach Mike London, who turned the 
program around last year with an eight 
win season. The surprise in the confer- 
ence, the Cavaliers had a very experi- 
enced team a year ago. With the good 
comes the bad: they now have to re- 
place 11 starters, including the major- 
ity of their defensive line and second- 
ary. Road trips to TCU, Georgia Tech, 
NC State and Virginia Tech make for 
a tough slate. 
Miami faces the possibility of an- 
other bowl ban, but Coach Al Golden 
has more issues to worry about. In par- 
ticular, problems arise in an inexperi- 
enced squad containing a lot of holes 
on offense and a very difficult schedule 
with non-conference games against 
both Kansas State and Notre Dame. 
In league play, they play Florida State, 
NC State and Boston College from 
the Atlantic Division, and they have 
to travel to Georgia Tech and Virginia 
within the Coastal. Even if another 
bowl ban does not come, a bowl game 
may be doubtful. 
North Carolina is ineligible for 
the postseason due to their own is- 
sues with sanctions, as once again a 
talented team that seems capable of 
playing with the majority of the ACC 
will be relegated to an afterthought in 
the conference races. Giovani Bernard 
returns as an all-ACC performer from 
last year, with Bryn Renner at QB. 
The defense has some small patchwork 
to fill, but new coach Larry Fedora 
should approve of what he has coming 
into the year. 
Duke is again in the process of get- 
ting back to competitive football un- 
der David Cutcliffe. The Blue Devils' 
16 returning starters could mean an 
improvement from a year ago, but they 
should finish in the lower half of the 
division once again. 
The Atlantic Division is almost 
certainly a two team race between 
Clemson and Florida State as the win- 
ner of their game in Tallahassee on 
Sept. 22 will probably win the division 
and a trip to Charlotte. 
Florida State enters as the return- 
ing media darling, with E.J Manuel 
and a tenacious defensive line the focal 
point of prognosticators' love. Defen- 
sive end Brandon Jenkins leads the na- 
tion's previous No. 2 run defense that 
returns nine starters including all four 
defensive linemen from a team that 
led the ACC in sacks a year ago. The 
player to look out for is WR Rashad 
Greene, a sophomore who, if healthy, 
likely has a good case for the league's 
second best WR; he set the precedent 
of what is to come in 2012 when he 
broke out against Notre Dame in their 
bowl game. 
Naturally the Clemson Tigers 
should feel confident about their 
chances to defend their ACC crown 
from last season with the offensive tal- 
ent returning to campus. Tajh Boyd 
and Sammy Watkins both have gar- 
nered preseason Heisman talk, but the 
run-catch combo of RB Andre Elling- 
ton, fresh off a near 1,200 yard season, 
and DeAndre Hopkins will also help 
the duo. The offensive line has been 
the talk of the offseason with three 
starting spots to be filled. The defense 
looks to be one of the most motivated 
units in all of college football this year, 
considering the glaring reminders of 
their Orange Bowl performance. The 
defensive line lost some key parts in 
Andre Branch and Brandon Thomp- 
son, but the linebackers and second- 
ary return the majority of their con- 
tributors from a year ago. Oklahoma's 
Brent Venables joins the staff bringing 
with him motivation to turn the de- 
fense around. 
North Carolina State figures to be 
next in line in the division race with 
quarterback Mike Glennon and safety 
David Amerson residing as the two 
prominent names returning for the 
Wolfpack. Despite over 3,000 pass- 
ing yards and 30 TDs from Glennon 
a year ago, the Pack finished 90th 
nationally on offense, hurt mostly by 
the lack of a running game that barely 
cracked 100 YPG. With 14 starters 
back, the Pack has the potential for 
an 8-9 win season but will be tested 
by a difficult schedule that opens with 
Tennessee in the Kickoff Classic. The 
team has road games at Clemson and 
North Carolina. 
Boston College, a young team a year 
ago, has one of the highest returning 
starter ratios in all of college football 
with nine back on both sides of the 
ball. Chase Rettig at QB is a guy who 
in my opinion has killed the Eagles the 
last two years with spotty play at best. 
The Eagles also have to replace All- 
American linebacker Luke Kuechly 
after a stellar career at Chestnut Hill. 
Still the Eagles coaches have raved 
about the progress of the linebackers 
' this offseason, and as Boston College 
has shown before, they have success 
plugging in for defensive losses more 
times than not. 
Last year, Wake Forest's Jim Grobe 
took a team with a mediocre record 
that most had anticipated finishing 
near the bottom of the league and 
competed for a division title up until 
the end of the year. The Demon Dea- 
cons have a lot of turnover, tying with 
Miami for fewest returning starters in 
the league. Tanner Price back at QB 
helps, but a bowl bid is questionable. 
Maryland was a train wreck in Ran- 
dy Edsall's first year, and it appears 
that it will not be much better in year 
two. After Danny O'Brien's transfer 
to Wisconsin, the Terrapins had one- 
game-wonder C.J Brown to turn to. 
However, a torn ACL in practice end- 
ed his 2012 season, and now Mary- 
land will start true freshman Perry 
Hills. They recently lost a starting DE 
to season-ending knee surgery as well, 
all this coming on the heels of massive 
program departures in the offseason. 
The snowball that rolled downhill in 
2011 does not appear to have lost any 
momentum. 
The ACC should again figure in 
around the fourth or fifth best con- 
ference in America, most likely with 
anywhere from 3-5 teams ranked for 
the majority of the year. Any preview 
is not complete until some predictions 
are thrown out, so look for a rematch 
of the 2009 ACC Championship 
game between Clemson and Georgia 
Tech. But! before we get to that point, 
we will get to enjoy three months of 
Dabo Swinney's joyful outbursts, 
Al Goldens impeccable style, spear 
chops, Ron Cherry "giving him the 
business" calls and much more during 
yet another season of the ACC Wheel 
of Destiny. 
He'll have you texting in no time. 
CLEMSON 
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation 
Just Outside of Campus on Hwy. 93, 
Next to Gold's Gym! 
Hand pain or injury slowing you down? 
WE'VE ADDED HAND THERAPY IN CLEMSON!! 
• Orthopaedic and Traumatic Hand Injuries and Pain 
• Post-Surgical Conditions of the Wrist and Hand (i.e. Carpal Tunnel) 
• Tendonitis of the wrist and elbow (i.e. Tennis Elbow, Golfer's 
Elbow, Dequervain's Tendonitis) 
• Arthritis Pain 
• Degloving Injuries and Burns 
• Custom Splinting Nelson Vazquez, OTR/L, CHT 
Certified Hand Therapist 
Is knee or joint pain keeping you from staying active? 
We also specialize in running, sports performance enhancement 
& treatment of orthopaedic injuries: 
• Muscle Strains, Joint Sprains, Sports Injuries 
• Back & Neck Pain 
• Running Related Ankle, Knee, 
Hip Pain/Instability 
Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC   I 
Physical Therapist/Director! 
Hwy.93 864 •722* 6037 
www.csmr.org 
Clemson's guide for Arts 
and Entertainment TimeOut 
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emson Underground: Myths and Mysteries 
I, of the Tiger Ellen Meny Columnist 
Nothing intrigues people more than a mystery. There is something 
about the unknown that fascinates and scares us, perhaps because 
many of us crave familiarity Luckily our beloved Clemson is .filled 
with traditions, myths and mysteries. 1 remember deeply appreciating 
Clemson's many secrets when I first arrived. I wanted to share my love 
of campus secrets with everyone so that students might have a chance to 
experience them for themselves (It should be noted that this list should 
in no way be considered complete, as the unknown is always expanding). 
The Lost Sorority 
If you look hard enough in 
Clemson's history records, you may 
find traces of one of Clemson's "lost" 
sororities. This sorority, Alpha Sigma 
Sigma, was terminated permanently 
when one of its members incorrectly 
matched Lilly Pulitzer prints. 
The Library Book 
Somewhere on campus, there is a 
building with no windows or doors. 
It used to be visible from the library until 
a certain academic center was built. If you 
. somehow gain entrance to the building, you will 
find the call number of a library book somewhere 
within its confines. Once you've found the call 
number, head over to Cooper, ask one of the 
librarians for the book and sign your name 
in it, immortalizing you as one of the few 
who've found the secret library book. 
idoor Rainstor 
In the bowels of Clemson there is 
a room that is used to keep machinery 
cool. It is rumored to be accessible through 
Clemson's underground tunnels and certain 
buildings. Once inside the room, its namesake 
becomes clear — water rains down from the 
ceiling as if there's an indoor rainstotm. If 
the rain begins to change colors, that's 
definitely a sign that you should really 
lay off the drugs. Honesdy. 
Rollercoaster Road 
Thrill-seekers rejoice! University 
Drive, a road near the Clemson- 
Oconee airport, boasts two hills 
that provide a thrill when taken 
fast. Beware though: extreme 
speeds may result in some cars 
bottoming-out. 
Tillman's Statue 
Thomas Green Clemson guards 
Tillman Hall, forever immortalized in 
cast metal. Rumor has it that those who 
read the plaque below his seated form will 
never graduate from Clemson. However, 
another lesser-known rumor dictates that 
those who read the plaque and look into 
the statue's eyes on Halloween night will 
be struck dead within the year. 
Underground Tunnels "*^8| 
As with many universities, Clemson has 
an expansive series of underground tunnels. 
Although it is stricdy forbidden to access these 
tunnels — and punishable with arrest — you can 
have your fun by going behind the Cooper Library 
and looking into one of the grates in the ground. 
Some students see maintenance workers, others see 
the darkness of empty tunnels, and a select few 
see Ninja Turtles (those who see Ninja Turtles 
should probably lay off the drugs or at least 
stop pretending that it's still the 90's). 
onoring Sherlock Holmes 
" This tradition is only for honors students. As many       I. 
students know the Holmes honors dorm was named after 
the famous detective Sherlock Holmes. But did you know that 
Sherlock Holmes is actually buried in the campus graveyard? It's 
tradition for all incoming Holmes residents to honor him. First, 
combine soy sauce, potassium nitrate and powdered milk in a bowl. 
Leave-it outside for a few days until it starts to smell like your dorm 
room. Then, on the Sunday night of a full moon (but only when 
Clemson wins a home game the day before, the score is a multiple 
of three and the temperature is below 78.4 degrees), visit the 
graveyard and place the bowl on Holmes's grave. Begin chanting, 
"If you wanna be my lover, you gotta get with my friends." 
Leave after chanting this thrice. You are now guaranteed to 
remain a gigantic, Pokemon-loving nerd for the rest of 
I your sad, sad life. 
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The Dark Knight Rises Review 
MOUTH OFTHEWHOOPIE 
Brady Brown 
Assistant News Editor 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmm^-^m,mmmmmm 
It's over. With the release of "The Dark Knight Rises," the final 
installment of director Christopher Nolans Batman trilogy, starring 
Christian Bale as the brooding, eponymous hero, the story has come 
full circle. What we're left with is one of the more notable trilogies in 
recent history, perhaps only rivaled by Peter Jackson's epic "Lord of 
the Rings." 
Is "Rises" the best of the trilogy? Probably not. Is it a satisfying 
conclusion to the trilogy? I would say so. 
The plot is complicated, maybe overly so. It wouldn't hurt to watch 
the one that started it all, "Batman Begins," right before — they sort of 
go together. Eight years have passed since the previous film, and due 
to the death of his former flame, Bruce Wayne finds himself a recluse. 
What follows is a conspiracy leading to an apocalyptic takeover of 
Gotham. Most of the movie follows a wide ranging number of old 
and new characters as well as a more focused view of Bruce Wayne. 
Surprisingly, Batman himself doesn't get much screen time. 
There are obvious arguments to be made against this film. For 
one, it lacks the charismatic, sadistic and always entertaining villain of 
its predecessor. In this go-around, Nolan goes in the opposite direction 
with the ruthless Bane, who wears a mask throughout the entirety 
of the film. Surprisingly, this limits what actor Tom Hardy can do 
with his performance, but then again, topping the late Heath Ledger's 
Joker seems hard to imagine. But when it's all said and done, I found 
the character to be interesting and a respectable follow up — though 
admittedly his motives are not entirely convincing. There is also the 
nearly three hour run time to consider. As it tends to work out, this 
causes a bit of a lull in the middle, but it's not like I was yawning. 
In the movie industry, it is rare that a major (specifically superhero) 
franchise calls it quits while the going is good. With both Nolan and 
Bale making this a guarantee, a unique opportunity arose. This is what 
franchises like "The Avengers" lack. Let's be honest, going into that 
movie you knew what you were in for. Throw ambiguity out the door. 
Keep the action rolling. That's how you get (what felt like) a 20 minute 
fight scene between Iron Man and Thor that has no chance of ending 
any way other than a tie. And on that note, if you know each of the 
heroes has their own sequels coming out soon, what's the point of 
staging a near-death sequence? (I'm not saying that "The Avengers" 
was horrible. To me it just seenqed to be going through the motions.) 
Point being, with "Rises" being the end for this particular incarnation 
of Batman, a lot of limitations were taken out of the equation. Nearing 
the conclusion, the tension builds and keeps you guessing. By the 
climax of the movie, you really don't know how it's going to end. I 
liked that. 
Another major positive was Michael Caine's performance as Bruce 
Wayne's buder and surrogate father figure, Alfred. Every moment 
he's on screen is compelling —, I definitely consider his performance 
Academy worthy. 
So, an era has ended. Nolan has altered the landscape of superhero 
movies I'd like to think for the better. "The Dark Knight Rises" may 
have its flaws, but I doubt a better finish to this particular take on 
Batman could have been accomplished. This is a good movie, and if 
you haven't seen it, it's worth checking out. In short, I was satisfied. 
Oh yeah, and it wasn't in 3D. I might've liked that best. 
Wait, What? 
KaylaCobb 
Copy Editor M 
Long ago, when I first drove my little black car up to the peeling white walls and dark windows of 
Johnstone, I remember being overcome with fear, as dozens of strangers snatched all of the possessions 
from my arms and pulled them up the three flights of stairs to my dorm room. I remember staring from 
the magnetic walls to the built-in rifle holder, and thinking, "This cannot be my life." 
My first few weeks as a freshman were some of the most stressful, exhilarating, depressing and 
fantastic. Now that I'm older and (hopefully) wiser, I look at this year's incoming freshman class with 
a mixture of fondness and embarrassment. Fondness because they remind me so much of myself two 
short years ago and embarrassment for ... well the same reason. I was a walking train wreck when I 
first came to Clemson, and though I haven't gotten much better, I'm more of a skipping car wreck 
right now. Don't question it. Watching this year's new class supports my delusional idea that, maybe, 
I have grown up a little. In time, these young men and women will grow up as well and groan as they 
recall awkward first experiences and stupid conversations, but until that time, we can still enjoy them 
as they are now. 
"But how can I spot a freshman?" asked no one ever. Simple! Just use my patented First Year Field 
Guide. With the help of my guide, you will be sure to spot every freshman within 20 miles. A freshman 
can be clearly spotted from the three defenses he or she uses the most: packing, camouflage and a mock- 
confident demeanor. 
1. Packs. One of the most basic rules of freshman life is actually one of the first in general survival 
— never be alone. While freshmen know litde about campus life and acceptable behavior, they make 
up for their ignorance in sheer numbers. Regardless if he or she is traveling to Cooper's bathroom or 
the Esso club, a freshman will never be found alone. For males, smaller packs of three to five are the 
norm, while females travel in groups of six to eight. Members of the herd are careful not to stray too 
far away from the rest of the group, for fear of being singled out by one of the freshman's greatest 
predators, angry upperclassmen driving to campus. This predator has been known to honk, glare and 
even curse at the freshmen, primarily when their prey decide to wander out in the middle of the road 
for no logical reason. 
2. Camouflage. In an effort to "blend in" to their new environment, the freshman will adopt 
the latest fashion trends. This is where freshmen identification can become difficult. As the typical 
upperclassman looks socially presentable maybe three days of the week, the freshman appears well 
groomed every time he or she is seen in public. While the rest of the campus sulks into 8 a.m.'s in 
wrinkled sweats and sloppy buns, the female freshman always wears makeup, and guys wear a clean 
shirt. This defense mechanism is used to convey confidence to upperclassmen and professors alike. The 
freshman uses this technique to say to Clemson, "I'm a mature, independent young adult who can 
handle college life." This disguise will only last until he or she has a mental breakdown over forgetting 
to move theit car to Kite Hill before a football game. 
3. False confidence. Perhaps the most telling and charming sign of a freshman is the series of 
mistakes he or she will make. If you see a flock of finely dressed students marching over to Schilletter on 
a Saturday afternoon, you will know that you have seen the freshmen. When you spy a girl frantically 
looking for an entrance into Cooper from the bottom level, you will know what she is. The first 
semester freshman is the only species of its kind that is automatically forgiven for making almost 
any mistake. Once a freshman reaches the spring, silly mishaps, such as not knowing where Fike is 
and forgetting the difference between Tiger Stripe and Paw Points, are not so easily forgiven. After a 
semester of living on campus, any student can be subject to ridicule if he or she is not aware of the basic 
rules of Clemson life. 
Once you have found a freshman, befriend him or her. Help them study, invite them to Spill the 
Beans, ask them to go to the Y beach — because once upon a time, we were all new and confused, 
stumbling around Clemson. We all used to be freshmen. 
Nine months later I walked out of the same outdated, co-ed building, which always smelled like 
an illegal substance and was once referred to by an old lady as "the ghetto," and thought, "This is my 
home." Hopefully, all the students new to Clemson will soon be able to call it that too. 
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Feist:    MM 
Canadian songstress Feist proved herself to not only be both witty and a smart aleck, but also a great rhythm and blues guitarist during her performance Friday afternoon. The singer came out onstage at the 
Which Stage dressed in a rose colored dress, floppy hat and shades, reinforcing the knowledgeoFhow hot it is even for the artists at Bonnaroo. Her first song of the set, "When I WasAYoungGirl," seemed more 
of a blues-rock tribute to The Black Keys than a Feist song, as only her drummer joined her onstage. However, her transition into the rest of the set brought in the rest of her band, including her Broken Social 
Scene bandmate Charles Spearin. With her back up singers emphasizing an interest of vocal collaboration that Feist's albums demonstrate, the creativity of the set is what I enjoyed the most. From looping of 
violin distortions, drumming with violin bows, to Feist's continual switching of guitars, the audience was held up in anticipation as to where to focus their eyes and ears. Her voice is impeccable, and her mouth 
is something that will catch anyone's attention. Her performance of "Limit to Your Love" kept chills on my arms despite the immense heat. 
Radio he ad: 
Behind the idolatry of Thorn Yorke lies a group wefl deserving, of their fame. Radiohead moved fans and non-fens alike during their Friday performance on the What Stage. With two sets 
and two encores, I was wondering-if 1 had been swept away in a Rid-A like dream. My fenship with the band lies in the albums Kid-A, OK Computer and Hail to the Thief. However, 
Radioheads set list leaned towards newer material due to the recent release of their album "The King of Limbs." Despite a minor slip tip by drummer Philip Selway during "Morning 
Mr. Magpie," Sehvay proved his musicianship as a live performer. The first four songs set up a trance-like set, seemingly a decision made in response to the type of festival they were 
playing. During their encore, Yorke dedicated a new song to Jack White, raising suspicion that there might be a collaboration between the two acts in the near future. 
§M$ raMTB pui if u 
Punch Brothers: 
1 had never seen Chris Thile perform with anyone other than his previous band, Nickel Creek, so I was greatly anticipating seeing the connection 
he had with other musicians. As expected, I Was both intrigued and pleased, but at times felt half-satisfied. Most of the songs that I enjoyed from 
their set are from their latest album "Who's Feeling Young Now," as these carried more energy to the crowd than those from their previous album 
Antifogmatk. The five piece band, consisting of fiddle, upright bass, banjo, guitar and mandolin, blend together traditional bluegrass, folk, polka 
and other classically rooted genres.   The cover of Radioheads "Kid A" was an unexpected twist to the end of their performance.  The inventiveness 
Thile has on the mandolin, for me, is unmatched in today's bluegrass world. 
Santigold: 
"Adorable" and "out of the box" are good descriptions for the LA. native, but as for talent as a live singet, I was ovetall disappointed with 
Santigold's Bonnaroo performance. On top of having a backing track throughout most of her songs, I had strong suspicion of lip-syncing at several 
points. Knowing she is a performer of dance songs, I let the backing ttack ftustation go, as it does add a nice touch to the synth sounds within 
her songs. However, I could not let go of the ftustration towards the lip-syncing. She clearly has a strong voice, and I was disappointed to see her 
not attempt to demonstrate her skill. I would rather have heard variations of het album work. The show did have extremely high energy and great 
audience response, including an onstage dance patty involving audience members who were allowed to rush the stage during the song "Creator." 
Her bandmates, backup dancers and stage security deserve the applause for the overall performance. 
Red Hot Chili Peppers: 
It feels necessary for me to write a review of the Red Hot Chili Peppers performance without guitarist John Fruschianre. As far as energy, bassist Flea doesn't 
seem to have.aged much over the past 29 years of touring.. The band's new guitarist, Josh Klinghoffer, held his own beside die rock legends of his time. Though 
the songs off of their latest album did not shine for me, the two hour long set list covered classics such as "Suck My Kiss," "Dani California," "Give It Away" and 
"Californication." It was hard to believe that this was the first time the band had graced the stages of Bonnaroo. However, the sheer volume of fans present at the show 
took away from any feeling of intimacy with die musicians. It is one of those shows that you feel like you have to be at, because, come on, it is the Red Hot Chili Peppers. 
Questlove Super jam featuring D'Angelo: 
The Bonnaroo Superjam of 2012 was by far my favorite performance of the weekend. The ensemble, pieced togethet by Questlove, was a soul and funk super-group 
The names of the members, chosen by Questlove, speak volumes about the sounds heard under the tent of the This Stage. On stage with the drummer of The Roots was R&B 
multi-instrumentalist and vocalist D'Angelo, James Poyser on keys and Pino Palladino on bass. These four men all played together in the neo-soul group The Soultronics. Along 
with these men were Eric Leeds on saxophone, Jesse Johnson and Kirk Douglas on guitar, soul-singer Kendra Foster from Parliament and Frank Knuckles on percussion. The chemistry 
between the musicians onstage was wonderful from an audience member's perspective. It was evident that they were having as much fun playing for us as we were having listening to them. It is 
easy for me to say that this set was the funkiest dance party of the weekend. i 
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Sarah Jarosz: 
'Ibis 21 -year-old performed Sunday at the Other Tent, home to many bluegrass and folk artists for the weekend. Her grace and elegance with stringed instruments rang as well live as it does on her album. Unnerved 
by the growing crowd, she lured the afternoon crowd straight from the entrance to her st4|e. She played mandolin, banjo and acoustic guitar during her set. Joining her onstage were Alex Hargreaves. playmviolin, and 
Nathaniel Smith, playing cello. Jarosz spoke of both men as "two of my favorite musicians today." Though there are voices out there that surpass that of Jarosz, her confidence and captivating stage presence allowed her 
audience to be wowed by her lyrical content and its ability to mesh so well with her string ensemble. She has the ability to mix dark content with airy vocals. Well done to this rising artisSH 
Phish: Wi 
Closing out the weekend was jam-band phenom, I'hish. Say what you will about this jam-band and its "phans," it all comes down to talent, delivery,; and most important, the joy of music. All of these aspects 
are expressed by the band's four members, consisting of Trey Anastasio,' John Fishman, Mike Gordon and Page McConnell. The fiision of psychedelic rock, funk, jazz, bluegrass and blues were all encompassed by 
Phish's Sunday performance. The two syllable live staples of "Possum" and "Wilson", along with other live favorites such as "Harry Hood," "Sample in a Jar." "Character Zero" arid "Free" were all present in the three 
sets. Kenny Rogers graced the stage with the boys for a cover of his song "The Gambler" in order to throw some southern charm at Tennessee coneertgoers, though it felt very out of place. The band began their 
second set with an unexpected cover of TV on the Radio's "Golden Age." In fact, the second set included four covers that were split up by a personal favorite of mine "Cariru" which pulls at a heavier rock influence. 
"Carinf flowed right into "Shafty," solidifying for me the reason why this band has had the ability to maintain their success at touting over the past 25 years, despite the mediocre vocakbf Anastasio. 
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ARTICLE BY: JACOB WEBB, TIMEOUT EDITOR 
Although Lollapalooza has been around for more than 20 years now; the pioneering festival has only called Chicago its home for eight 
of them, and even though that's a relatively short time, Chicago and Lollapaloola have embraced eachother as if they were bo rn together, 
ore than any other festival. Lollapalooza loves its city. From the local food vendors to the farmers market to the local aftershows that 
re thousands of fans into the Windy City's multiple music venues, Lollapalooza is surely becoming a Chicago institution. Lollapalooza 
elebrated its 2ist birthday this August and gathered a roster of artists as diverse as Chicago itself, boasting a bill that featured indie rock 
heroes, cult favorites, a handful of choice reunions, EDM monoliths and everything in between. 
IPMQffi JPOTlaF ©1® 
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The gates to Grant Park officially opened on Friday afternoon, and although most of the heavy hitters wouldn't hit the stage un; 
rushing inside at noon. The first big draw of the festival was the Swedish folk duo First Aid Kit. Unfazcd by the heat (which they probably don't experience much back home), sisters 
Klara and Johanna Soderberg threw songs from their debut, beating the heat with soft harmonies that remained unaffected by the oppressive weather. Eager to begin sampling some 
of Chicago's finest foods, many fest-goers opted to grab a burger from Kuma's and rest in the shade, but those that stuck by the stages witnessed energetic sets from psychedelic 
Texans The Black Angels, confessional songwriter Sharon Van Etten and crippy Aussies Tame Impala, among others. Save for a relatively small group of fans gathered at 
lugs reunion, Metric drew most Lollapaloozans in with their sharp rhythms, roaring choruses and front woman Emily 
he crowd at the north end of the field soon divided diough. as the weekends first major conflict had arrived. The Shins 
Passion Pit played almost completely overlapping setsjm opposite ends of the field, but as those who sprinted between sets to catch both bands learned, 
there wasn't really a wrong choice between the two. Passion Pit are quickly growing into one of the country's finest bands, and although inconsistent live, the 
crowd sing-a-longs during "Little Secrets" and "Sleepyhead" were lively enough to convert even the strongest of front man Michael Angelakos' critics. On the 
other hand, The Shins - back this year after a five-year hiatus - have also matured from a bedroom project to a full-fledged rock band. By rearranging their 
catalog into powerful pop-rock tunes, James Mercer and company more than entertained rfie elated crowd. After stopping at a side stage to see M83's 
dance-friendly (and ridiculously crowded) set, most Lollapaloozans he%ed in one of three directions - north to the Black Sabbath reunion show, south 
to the Black Keys' 2012 victory lap set, or over to Perry's EDM stage for Bassnectar's monstrous drops. Even though the latter two acts delivered solid 
sets to the audiences who didn't see these road" dogs before, it was the reunited English rr|etallers that stole the show on Frjdiay night. Ozzy Osbourne, 
although slightly incomprehensible, didn't show his age (63) as he fervently wailed thfough classic after classic, often beckoning the crowd to sing 
lyrics along with him. The Sabbath faithfully obeyed, occasionally almost drowningput Tony Iommi's heavier-traaj-heavy riffs, and as the park 
emptied into the streets of Chicago, it was the legendary British band's rare and superb performance that stood as the day's highlight. 
Saturday at Lollapalooza 2012 started like most festival Saturdays do. The early afternoon lineup consisted of a heavily hyped buzz band, drawing 
an early crowd (Milo Greene), uplifting R&B act (JC Brooks & The Uptown Sound) and a criminally under-attended Spanish-speaking act (Los 
Jaivas, who were clearly the best of the three). Two roaring guitar-based bands (JEFF the Brotherhood and Delta Spirit) raised thelspifits of sweaty 
fest-goers. Everyone complained about paying $9 for a beer but did it anyway. Unlike most festival Sawadays though, an announcement to evacuate 
the grounds came over the PA. After a brief period of confusion and a little resistance from the disappointed crowd, what ensued (now dubbed : 
"Stormapalooza," "Evacupalooza," or "Rainapalooza," depending on who wrote about it) will forever go down in the Lollapalooza history bt^kjs ag«ae of 
the festival's defining moments. While the brief-but-fierce storm tore through Chicago, fest-goers filled up coffee shops, restaurants and every other kind 
of business throughout Chicago, waiting it out together while simultaneously bonding. Even though three hours of great music was lost (sorry Alabama 
Shakes fans), an inimitable fellowship forged by the love of music was gained, which in the end, is what aH music festivals should be about. When the-gates 
finally teopened (with a later curfew courtesy of the City of Chicago), every act that hit the stage fired on all cylinders, energized by the soaked crowds roaring 
for them. The highlights were numerous - The Tallest Man On Earths agile folk, Franz Ferdinand's furious dance-punk, funs massive sing-a-longs 
Harris' bounding electro, the Weekend's hazy R&B and Bloc Party's arty-rock all went above and beyond experrai ions and set the right tone for the nigh 
headliners: Red Hot Chili Peppers, Avieu, Santigold and Frank Ocean. Avicii dazzled with a massive light show and a mix ot dance floor-filler stunners. S; 
buzzing set brought her dedicated crowd to their feet, while the Red Hot Chili Peppers provided a funky soundtrack to the numerous fest-goers win 
into the south field's deep mud pits, and Frank Ocean confirmed to his audience that his performance is worth every ounce of the hype that has been showerei 
:   him. Though his backing band was occasionally out of sync with the singer, Oceans performance was nothing short of sublime, hitting every note and striking every chord 
perfectly. As the crowds poured out of Giant Park for the third time in two days, it was clear that Sunday would have to pull out all the stops to top Saturdays incredible 
performances, but as they would soon find out, Sunday was set to win the weekend all along. 
OTf 
3 
Despite starting off with a whisper, Sunday was clearly the highlight of th#:weekend for many of the fest-goers. Beginning with the one-two punch of Bowerbirds' romantic folk and Bombay Bicycle Club's | 
crisp guitar rock, the south side of the field quickly became the hub of Lollapalooza. Not only did the north side feature sizzling performances from Brooklyn indie rockers Oberhofer and quickly-rising blues j 
star Gary Clark Jr., the south side featured Polica's mellifluous grooves, Trampled By Turtles' raging bluegrass and The Walkmen's articulate rage one after she other, finished off by a monolithic set from the j 
crowning jewel of Sunday afternoon, Sigtfr Ros. Booking the Icelandic post-rock quartet for a festival set was already a huge victory for the festival, but no one could have expected the massive, reverent crowd} 
anticipated acts, but only one was met with a significant crowd. Although reunited Texas post-hardcore pioneers At The Drive-In drew a rapturous crowd with a performance that quite possiblv outshone any i 
of the chaotic gigs from their original run, it was Florence + The Machine who drew a record crowd on the other end of rhe park. Arriving onstage in a billowing red dress, the flame-haired Englishwoman was • 
nothing short of enchanting to the tens of thousands who sang ajong with "Dog Days Are Over" and "Shake It Out" as if they were religious hymns. However, the strong headlining sets from the French-house 
duo Justice, Voracious rapper Childish Gambino and former White Stripe Jack White, followed but didn't top the sheet power of Florence's colossal set. And with that memory iingcrin 
minds, Lollapalooza 2012 had come to a close. 
Music festivals are sprouting up left and right these days, and while it's possible they'll all stick around,: it's likely that some of them will | 
fade away for one reason or another. As time has proven though. Lollapalooza will never be one of those festivals.; it's been raised froms 
the dead (twice!) and continues to be the festival that all subsequent festivals try and emulate over 20 years later. Chicago has signed thef 
festival to a contract until 2021, but if 2012 is any indication, the original premier American: iusic festival will be in the Windy City for, 
many more rainstorms to come, 
mm 
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THIS WEEK'S 
RELEASES: 
Havoc and Bright Lights 
Alanis Morissette 
TimeOut says: 
Nearly two decades removed from 
her '90s rage, Alanis Morissette is 
now singing about motherhood. The 
results (produced by Frou Frou's Guy 
Sigsworth) are just as awkward as 
that line in You Oughta Know about 
tooling around with Uncle Joey. 
A Thing Called Divine Fit 
Divine Fits 
TimeOut says: 
Formed in the down time between 
their main gigs, Spoon's Britt Daniel 
and Wolf Parade's Dan Boeckner 
team up to produce a consistently en- 
ergetic record that makes up for each 
of the most recent records released 
by their other bands. 
Poor Moon 
Poor Moon 
TimeOut says: 
Featuring Casey Wescott and Chris- 
tian Wargo from Fleet Foxes, this 
solid outing from the baroque folk 
side project only ranks behind Father 
John Misty's work in the list of the 
best Fleet Foxes' side projects. 
America 
Dan Deacon 
TimeOut says: 
The Baltimore electronic musician 
returns with another disc of spastic 
dance music that should only be 
listened to while sweating (Side note: 
Any album titled "America" is prob- 
ably a killer). 
Do I Need More Credit Hours? 
Are you a full-time or part-time student? 
fFull-time 
I Do you want to 
I graduate in a decent 
I amount of time? 
Maybe. Take as many hours as 
you feel tike, but don't expect 
much sympathy when you're 
bored during finals week. 
Part-time, 
llfism:ia:iii,i:;jlm~l!i, 
[Yes. Student loans blow. 
*Nah. I'm not paying for it, so I'll 
[finish my degree when i finish it 
Hey, that's a great idea! 
Why don't you just go 
e, Van Wilder? 
How many hours do you currently have? 
0-3 4-12 
4 
13-17 18+ 
You forgot to register 
didn't you? 
...yeah 
You didn't get into 
ait the major- 
required courses 
you need, did you? 
And they're all 
relevant to your 
degree progress? 
Whoa. Are you 
trying to graduate 
in three years flat? 
Sign. Nope 
Weil you could fill 
your schedule with a 
bunch of random 
classes nobody Hope about some 
wanted to take How   leisure sk'Hs courses? 
does that sound? 
Yep. 
D 
Duh. 
Wow. You're really 
on top of it aren't 
you? 
V 
You might want to 
drop a class, slow 
down, and enjoy 
your college years. 
On a side note, how 
do you feel about 
adderall? 
That sounds terrible. 
Sure! That sounds like 
an easy way to boost 
myGPA. 
You should 
think about 
going part- 
time. 
Enjoy learning 
how to swing 
dance! 
That's right. 
Looks like you're 
off to a great 
semester, Be sure 
to tell everyone 
on Facebook that 
you're doing 
better than them. 
I LOVE IT! 
Yeah, you should 
definitely drop a 
class. 
r 
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Your new TigerOne Card 
COMING THIS FALL 
■ 
CLEMSSN 
UNIVERSITY 
TigerOne Card Features 
• Official University ID 
* TigerStripe account 
uo
  • MpafPlan 
* Lrbrary access 
• Building access 
• Fike Recreation Center 
access 
• Athletic events access 
Manage your TigerStripe account 
online at: clemson.edu/tigerone 
TigerOne Card Services 
Fike Recreation Center Lobby, 
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Questions: tigerone-card@lists. 
clemson.edu, 864-656-0763 
NEW ID PHOTO OPTIONS 
1. Keep your current ID photo 
2. Submit your new ID photo online 
Sept. 3-21, 2012 
(visit clemson.edu/tigerone for guidelines 
and requirements) 
3. On-site ID photo capturing 
Sept. 10-14, 2012 
University Bookstore 
(located in Hendrix Student Center) 
Sept. 10-12, 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Sept. 13, 1-6 p.m. 
Sept. 14, 8:30 a.m.-noon 
Sept. 17-21,2012 
TigerOne Card Office (located in Fike Recreation Center lobby) 
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
All photos must be taken or submitted no later than 
4:30 p.m. on Sept. 21, 2012. If a new ID photo is 
not submitted or taken at the available locations, 
your current ID photo will be used. 
NEW ID CARD DISTRIBUTION 
New TigerOne ID cards will be distributed 
in December 2012. For distribution details, 
visit ciemson.edu/tigerone. 
TIGER* 
■ 
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Pasatiempos 
The Impossible Quiz 
1. Which secret agent shares his name with an 
early 20th century ornithologist? 
2. According to South Park character Eric 
Cartman, who is the only great red-haired 
American? 
3. Which animal has a typically tan appearance - 
alligators or crocodiles? 
4. Which U.S. women's soccer team player has 
the nickname "Baby Horse"? 
5. Salvidor Dali's pet Babou was what kind of 
animal? 
6. Which country is often referred to as 
Hexagone" (French for "the Hexagon") for 
its geographical similarities to the shape? 
7. Which of the following celebrities is not a 
Mormon -AmyAdams, Katherine Heigror 
Stephanie Meyer? 
Beat the Editor 
SchuylerTin 
Opinions Editor 
Schuyler's Answers: 
1. James Bond 
2. Conan O'Brien 
3. Crocodiles 
4. Mia Hamm 
5. Haiti 
6. Ferret 
7. Katherine Heigl 
FIND RUSTY AND 
FRIENDS! 
Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden 
somewhere inside this edition of The 
Tiger. Of course they are much smaller 
than this. Good Luck! 
%^Jf   SCORPIO 
iz
''Wz''    Oct. 24 -Nov. 2I 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 2I 
> 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. J9 
w+    AQUARIUS 
V    Jan. 20-Feb. 19 
You know that rad fedota you found at 
Goodwill last month? Don't wear it out this 
weekend. Ot ever. 
Now that there's a Ryan Gosling coloring 
book, switching over to become an education 
major sounds a bit more appealing, but you 
should wait until they make this a yearly thing 
before you jump the engineering ship though. 
Now that Taylor Swift has a new song out, 
it is totally okay to dump your summer 
boyfriend or girlfriend. Do it quickly and 
never, ever, ever get back together. 
Paying $10amonthfor Spotify to rid 
^   yourself of the ads isn't worth it, but $5 a 
month to piggyback on some freshman's 
Netflix accout is. 
5!^. PISCES 
Feb. 20 - March 20 
||jk TAURUS 
m OEMM [
'?j\,)   May21 -June 21 
.^g.    CANCER 
•*""m«i June 22 - July 22 
.ARIES . 
|March 21 -April 20 
Set two alarms for Monday morning. You 
m  won't be late for class, and you'll get a great 
parking spot. 
You're going to run into a bunch of people 
you missed during the summer (and one 
more you didn't) on the way to your first 
class of the week, so be sure to leave about 
30 minutes early. 
April 21 -May 20 
Microsoft Word doesn't recognize 
W  Schilletter as a word. Maybe you shouldn't 
either. 
i^p   July 23 - Aug. 23 ► 
i   VIRGO 
/Jim   Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
Be sure to post photos of your new living 
arrangements on Facebook as soon as you 
can. Your friends will want see your awesome 
Audrey Hepburn poster, and your stalkers will 
want to learn where you live. Everybody wins! 
It's probably true that if you free your mind, 
your body will follow. However, freeing your 
body after one too many Natty Lights will not 
free your mind. 
There are going to be a slew of lost freshmen 
wandering around campus this week, so be 
wary of karma if you're going to point them to 
Schilleter when they ask where the best food 
on campus is. 
No matter what your Econ major friends 
say, don't be afraid to invest in fruit. 
There's always money in a banana stand. 
If you keep losing Twitter followers, be sure 
to post seven politically-charged tweets a day, 
because everyone really wants to know what 
you really think about Paul Ryan. 
SUDOKU Skill Level: ..♦ ♦ ♦ O O O 
9 7 3 
9 7 4 8 
1 3 2 
4 
3 9 6 8 
7 8 6 5 4 1 
5 i 3 
$ 2 ■     - 9 7 5 
-.' ' 5 2 3 9 1 
CROSSWORD 
i 2 3 
' 1 
18 
5 
6 7 8 
1 8 
10 11 12 11 
14 IS 16 
i? 15 
20 
22 II 
26 2? ■24 ■ SS 
2S 29 30 ■ ■ 32 33 
34 35 ■ JO 
37 38 ■ 39 
40 41 ■ 42 
4? 
<S8 
43 ■ ■■■'- 4S 46 
«9 
S2 
SO 
52 
1 S3 S4 S3 SS 57 58 
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Across Sweden 
1- Official records 40- Young tree 
5- Wight or Man 42- The 19th letter of the 
9- Grenoble's river Greek alphabet 
14- Scheme 43- Lukas of "Witness" 
15- Mariners can sail on 44- Confuse 
seven of these 48- Collect 
16- Executive of a 50- Menacing 
municipality 51- Shatter 
17- Father's office 52- Rabid 
19- Squeeze 53- Lofty nest 
20- Able to read and write 54- Utopia 
21- Crystal-lined rock 55- Flower holder 
22- Appears 56- Lock of hair 
23- Building for storing 57- Sunset direction 
hay 58-K-6  ■ 
24- Proverb ending? 
25- Dexterity Down 
28- Criminal 1- "Forbidden" fruit 
31 - Egg exterior 2- Assert as a fart 
32- Be in the red 3- Sensation provided by 
34- Chemical used on trees buds on the tongue 
35- Land measures 4- Earlier 
36- Send out 5- Sharon's land 
37- Like some ears 6- Chairs 
38- Impostor 7- Overdue 
39- Basic monetary unit of 8- Legal ending 
D8 
9- Endanger 48- From the U.S. 
10- Loose-fitting skirdike' 49- Female horse 
garment 50- Created 
11- Watched intendy 51- Posed 
12- Ascended, flower 52- Not many 
13-Trauma ctrs. 
18- Church instrument 
21- Some Celts 
23- Run in the wash 
25- Gesture of indifference 
26- sapiens 
27- One of a matching pair suiep\/Atu\/ i 
28- Blubber 
29- Some Ivy Leaguers Wsoo V 
30- Actress Turner eouej-j g 
31- Examines closely ueBjoifli xs/f p 
33- Sorority letter S9HPO0OJQ x 
35- Met highlights pjeMOH uoy z 
36- Bursting forth puog semef l 
38- Flares :SJ9MSU\f 
39- Gold standard 
41- Aspect 
42- Occupant Fc )r the answers to 
44- Languishes with longing th is weeks puzzles 
45- Express alternative gc ) to: 
46- Clear the board 
47- Plant tissue 
tnetiger news. com 
A lot of our awesome writers 
just graduated. We need 
someone to fill their shoes. 
Write for TimeOut and become 
our new favorite writer. (We love 
freshmen. We really, really love 
freshmen. 
Photo of the Week: 
Spencer Kohn 
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revolutionizing student living 
EIGHTS 
oin the interest 
MYASPENHE IGHTS . COM 
